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1 Introduction 
Use of information about the population in constructing design and estimation procedures 
is common in survey sampling. The information, sometimes called, auxiliary information, 
often comes from official sources such as a national census. In a survey of land use, the total 
surface area and the area in permanent water bodies may be available from the national data 
sources. Based on the types of auxiliary information, we can use the information in designing 
a survey or in constructing an estimator or in both stages. 
Regression estimation is one of the important procedures that use the auxiliary information 
to construct efficient estimators. In constructing regression estimators, models, sometimes 
called superpopulation models, that postulate a relationship between the study variable and a 
set of auxiliary variables play an important role. It is desirable that the estimators retain good 
properties if the model specification is not exact. The superpopulation model can be used as a 
basis of constructing an estimator as well as a tool for linking the study variable to auxiliary 
variables. 
In this thesis, we consider the problem of using auxiliary information in the estimation and 
design stages. We investigate the properties of the regression estimator and develop regression 
type estimators under specific models given the types of auxiliary information. Some strate­
gies, pairs of design and estimator, are investigated and compared. A detailed outline of each 
chapter is given below. 
In Chapter 2, some large sample results and properties of the regression estimator are 
reviewed. Regression weights that are used to define a regression estimator sometimes can 
be negative and the resulting regression estimator for a positive population parameter can be 
9 
negative. Methods of modifying regression weights are investigated and developed in this 
chapter. In this chapter, a regression estimator that has desirable model properties such as 
model-unbiasedness and minimum model variance under the assumed model, and that retains 
good design properties such as design -consistency, is constructed. 
In Chapter 3, we review results showing that under the normality assumption, the regres­
sion estimator is an estimator of the conditional expectation of the study variable given the 
auxiliary information. The weighted regression estimator using the conditional inclusion prob­
abilities for some sampling designs is considered in this chapter. 
In Chapter 4, the results for a particular kind of balanced sample associated with the con­
ditionally model unbiased minimum variance estimator are reviewed. A set of regression 
weights is compared with the inclusion probabilities of a balanced sample selected by re­
stricted random sampling. As a method of selecting a balanced sample, we investigate re­
stricted random sampling and two particular stratified random sample designs through a sim­
ulation study. 
3 
2 Regression and calibration estimation 
2.1 Introduction 
In survey sampling, population information or information from a large sample is often 
available. The information, sometimes called auxiliary information, may have been used in 
the design or may not have been available at the design stage. In this chapter, we consider 
the estimation problem treating the design as given. The estimation task is to combine the 
auxiliary information with the sample data to produce good representations of characteristics 
of interest. In section 2.1, we review large sample results for sample surveys, especially 
central limit theorems. In the next section, we consider regression estimation. Regression is 
one of the important procedures that use auxiliary information to construct estimators with 
good efficiency. In the first subsection, we review the properties of regression estimators. In 
Section 2.3.2, the problem of modifying regression weights to reduce the extreme weights is 
considered. We extend the result of Husain (1969) in this subsection. In section 2.3.3, we 
develop the regression estimator for the situation in which the population information is not 
perfect. In Section 2.3.5, we give the conditions under which the best linear conditionally 
unbiased predictor is design consistent. We also construct a model-based design-consistent 
regression estimator. In the last subsection, we consider the regression estimator under the 
mixed effects superpopulation model. In Section 2.4, the method of calibration of Deville and 
Sârndal ( 1992) is reviewed and we show that, with quadratic distance function, the minimum 
distance weights are the same as the minimum variance weights in some cases. 
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2.2 Some large sample results for sample surveys 
We define sequences that will permit us to establish large sample properties of sample 
designs and estimators. Our sequences will be sequences of finite populations and associated 
probability samples. A set of indices is used to identify the elements of each finite population 
in the sequence. To reduce the number of symbols required, we assume the A'-th finite pop­
ulation contains A elements. Thus, the set of indices, sometimes called labels, for the A'-th 
finite population is 
= {!.•••. A'}. (2.1) 
where A" = 1.2. •• •. Associated with the j-th element of the A'-th finite population is a 
column vector of characteristics, denoted by yj*. Let 
=  (y i .v-• • • , y .v.v) (2.2) 
be the set of vectors for the A'-th finite population. Two types of sequences JF\- can be spec­
ified. In one, the set is considered to be a set of fixed vectors. In the other, the vec­
tors yj ,v . j = 1. • • • . A" are generated by some stochastic mechanism. For example, the 
yjX . j = 1.2. - - . might be a sequence of independent identically distributed random vari­
ables with distribution function Fy(y) such that 
E{y} = A1. (2.3) 
and 
E { ( y  -  v ) 2 }  =  * ' •  (2.4) 
Let A,v denote the set of indices appearing in the sample selected from the A'-th finite popula­
tion. The number of distinct indices appearing in the sample is the sample size and is denoted 
by rift. We assume that samples are selected according to the probability rale Rv(A). 
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A fully specified sequence will contain a description of the structure of the finite popula­
tions and of the sampling probability rules. For example, it might be assumed that the finite 
population is composed of A" independent and identically distributed random variables with 
properties (2.3) and (2.4), and that the samples are simple random nonreplacement samples of 
size rc.v selected from the A* population elements. In that situation, a simple random sample of 
size n ,v selected from the finite universe is a set of independent identically distributed random 
variables with common distribution function Fy{y). See Fuller (2002, Section 1.3). 
Once the sequence of populations, sample designs and estimators is specified, the prop­
erties of the estimator can be obtained. The unconditional properties of the estimator, the 
properties conditional on the particular finite population, and the properties conditional on the 
particular sample are all of interest. It is common in survey sampling to use the term design 
consistent for a procedure that is consistent conditional on the sequence of finite populations. 
Definition 2.1. An estimator 9 is design consistent for the finite population parameter 0,v if 
for every e > 0 
where the notation indicates that the A-th population is held fixed and the probability depends 
only on the sampling design. 
The term model consistent is used for a procedure that is consistent conditional on the 
sequence of samples 
Definition 2.2. Let the sequence of finite populations be generated by a probabilistic mech­
anism, where the mechanism is called a model. An estimator 9 is model consistent for the 
model parameter 9 if for every e > 0 
where the notation indicates that the A'-th sample is fixed and the probability depends only on 
the model. 
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Isaki and Fuller (1982) give sufficient conditions for the Horvitz-Thompson estimator 
(1952) to be design consistent. See also Godambe (1969) and Hâjek (1964). 
Theorem 2.1. Let the sequence of populations and samples be as described. Let 
i v" y-.v 
y  ht  
1 ,v 
~ :V 6/ -, ' 
i£A.v 
and 
9 i j  =  
" I "v ^ 'lt nJ tl ^ 
0 otherwise 
where the first and the second order inclusion probabilities are given by 
and 
~ i  = Pr{z € A} . / = !.*••. A\ 
~ij = Pr{* € A and j  E A} . i . j  =  1. • • • . A". 
respectively. Assume that the fixed sequence of populations, F\- = (yt.v. • • • . yxx) . A = 
1.2. - , is such that 
2 k  
-
Vz - \ 
—(t/i — y.v) 
n  
< \[ < DC . 
and the first and second order inclusion probabilities satisfy 
-V-1 Y.  Z Sti = 0(n;M). 
•ft ec.v 
for J > 0 and all A", where r~l + Ar~l = 1 and y s  is the population mean of y .  It is understood 
that if r = 1. |-t-lytX| is bounded, and if k = 1, then n2^ g t] is bounded for all i.j. Then 
y  h t - yx  =  O p {n~ s ) .  
Proof. Isaki and Fuller ( 1982). 
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We now give some central limit results for means. For the first result, consider replacement 
sampling and define the random variable 
v 
Zi = T • (2.5) 
where J l 3  .  /  =  ! . • • •  .  m .  j  = L. • . V are the indicator variables with 
J i j  = < 
1 if label j  is selected on draw i ,  
0 otherwise, 
and pj is the probability of J,j being equal to one. 
Theorem 2.2. Let T = (t/L .  • • • . t/.v) be a set of real numbers and let P = (p t ,  • •• ,p.v) be 
a set of probabilities with Y^'=l pj = 1. Let Z, . / = 1. • • • . m, be the independent random 
variables of replacement sampling defined by (2.5). Then 
m~2(Z — T)  N(0 . T 2 )  as m —> oc . 
where 
m i=, 
J=l 
/ \ 2 
PJ 
A"(0. r2) denotes the normal distribution with mean zero and variance r 2  and —> is used to 
denote convergence in distribution. 
Proof. By the definition of Z, and the replacement sampling design, 
E{Z,} = T 
8 
and 
v^}=E{É(^-r)yu} 
Thus, Z, . i  =  1. • • • .m are independent identically distributed (T. r2) random variables. The 
In Theorem 2.2, the result was obtained for a particular population. If we assume that 
(z/i - • • • -Us) are generated by some stochastic mechanism, we can obtain a result under the 
assumption that d,v is independent of (t/t, • • • . </iV), where d.v = ( A. • • • . Av)' is a random 
vector for which each component is supported on {0.1} and /, . j = 1. - • • . A* are indicator 
variables with A = 1 if element j is selected, and /, = 0 otherwise. 
Theorem 2.3. (Fuller 2002) Let Ts  = (yl-v. • • • . y s s )  be a sequence of populations in 
which t/v.v . j = !.••• ..V are iid {jj-.cr) random variables. Let d.v = (Ax.• •• . Avx) be 
a random vector with each component supported on {0,1}. Assume d.v is independent of 
(yi.v. • • • • y.w). Let A.v = {A: e t'.v : A-.v = 1} . n.v = y^X=[ A-.v , 
Lindberg central limit theorem gives the result. 
y s  — 1  ^ ' j/i.v 
•6C-.V 
and 
t€A,v 
Assume 
lim n 
.V —>oc 
.v = oc a s. 
and 
lim (Ar — n,v) = oc a.s. 
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Then 
NHîis-v)-^ -W,<T2) .  (2.6)  
4(îln-^)-^-V(0. < 7 2 ) .  (2.7) 
(l-/;V)-ini(yn-yN) -A <V(0.<72) , (2.8) 
where 0 < /jV = -V~lniV < 1 for all .V. 
Proof. Result (2.6) is immediate by the Lindberg central limit theorem. Result (2.7) follows 
from the independence of d.v and (t/l-v. • • • . t/.VlV) and the Lindberg central limit theorem. To 
prove (2.8), consider 
V [  .  S  y 
y*  = 53(i/j.v - — 5Z(z/j.v - M-r 1.V -> 
V R .V 
yn 
J=l " J=l 
X 
= 5ZcJ-v(yjN -/*) 
j=i 
.V 
= 
zvx -
;=i 
where c;-v = n~}[ j \  — .V~l. Then the {zJlV : j  = L - ..V . :V = 1.2. -} form a 
triangular array of random variables, where zjS is measurable with respect to the cr-algebra 
?jx = <r(ifi.v. • • • . yj.v. /1.v• - . fv.v), and C J^.v- Note that 
E(-j.v|-?V-t..v) = Cj.vE(i/j.v — Azl^-t.-v) = 0 . 
E (-J.vl^z-L-.v) = C j y E  [ { y j x  - ^)2|^J-I.:V] = C2V<72 . 
Define 
v3 = ^E(.-y^.,..v) 
j=t 
V 
• ' S t s - y  
<T2 
= (1 - /AT)— -
n N  
10 
Note that 
Kv (1  -  fs )n~ l cr 2  
4V (n^Ijx — A'-1)2 
(1 - f. x ) ~ l { n .\-v2) •  I j . \ r  =  1 
Zvl[(A:-n.v)<T2] . Ij\ = 0 
and (1 — f.\)~lns- —> oc and /yl( A' — nN) -> oc as A —> oc. Hence 
V* 
—> oc as A* —> oc. 
c;.v 
Now for e > 0, the Lindberg criterion is 
•V 
Jim v;-2 Z E (.-J,. Z(|.-,.v| > rife) I *j-uv 
J = t 
;V 
= vtim_ V;v2 E |c2v {x j N  - /i)2 I  (jf/ j . y  -  n \  >  I 
•v r 
< l im v;v  2  53 s2 .v  /  (y -  M)2^y(y) 
T^t y*.v 
= Jim -4  f  i y  - jU) 2 </F y ( y ) .  A-.CC (7- yRv 
(2.9) 
where Fy(y) is the distribution function of y  and 
R\  =  jx 6 Tl  : |y - mI > eVx ^max |cjjV|j  . 
It follows that the limit in (2.9) is zero because el^(max^j^.v |c,.v|) 1 -* oc as .Y -> oc and 
i has the finite second moment. Thus l'y113j=i -j.v —+ A*(0.1 ). See Fuller ( 1996, Theorem 
5.3.4). • 
In survey sampling, multiple variables often are observed and are asked for estimators of 
continuous differentiate function of population means of the variables. For the asymptotic 
distribution of such an estimator, consider a central limit theorem for a multivariate variable. 
A central limit result for a multivariate variable is obtained directly from the Theorem 2.3. 
Theorem 2.4. Let JF\- = (ylx. • • • , y.v.v ) be a sequence of populations in which the (p x 1 ) 
vector y,x . j = 1. , A" are iid (#x. E) random vector. Let d,v = (A-v, • • • , /-v,v) be 
11 
a random vector with each component supported on {0,1}. Assume d.v is independent of 
(yiv. • • • .y.v.v). Let AlV = {k € : Ik.x = 1} , n.v = , 
y.v = Ar-t 5Z y-.v 
>e<7.v 
and 
Assume 
and 
Then 
yn  =  "  1  53  y ' v "  
•€Ax 
lim n.v = oc a.s. 
.V—FOO 
lim (A* — n.v) = oc a.s. 
.V—•oc 
(i-/.vr'4(y,-y.v) .V(O.E) 
Proof. Let 
Zj.v = yj,v -
where 7 is an arbitrary real-valued vector, 7 ^  0. By the Theorem 2.3, 
(i - /.v)~Vi(Vyn - Vy.v) .V(0.7'S7). 
Multivariate normality follows because 7 is arbitrary. • 
In Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.4, the results are obtained by averaging over all possible 
finite populations under the assumption that the design vector d.v is independent of JF\-. One 
can also obtain the result for a particular sequence of finite populations. The result is due to 
Hâjek (1960). 
Consider the Poisson sampling design in which samples are created by conducting N 
independent Bernoulli trials, one for each element in the population. If the result of the trial 
is a success, the element is included in the sample. Otherwise the element is not part of the 
sample. For a such a design, define the random vector 
xj = 8jh - (210) 
where is the indicator variable with /, = 1 if element j  is selected, and I j  =  0 otherwise. 
Let 
g j = (a.v-"L . û.v-"1 (/_,)' . 
where tt J is the probability that element j  is selected, a s  = Ar_lE{n| A'}, andO < ~j  < 1. The 
ratio Û.V is only required for normalization purpose in limit operations, and is only required if 
A'~ln.v or 1 — -Y~ln.v go to zero as n increase. For a fixed g j, the mean of x_, is g_, and 
v(Xj} = - j { l  -  rr j )g jg j  .  
An estimator of the population mean of y  is the one associated with a N j r ~ l y j  in 
; V  
iix = Q;1.Y"153X, • (2.11) 
J=I 
Theorem 2.5. Let y i . y o - - - -  be a sequence of real numbers and let -t. -2. • • • be a sequence 
of probabilities, with 0 < z, < 1. Assume 
.v 
lim a"1 A'-1 53 = »x -
A  — '  *  J=t  
V  
lim û"1 A*"1 53 "jC1 - = 
.% ~>oo 
J= l  
where the matrix Err is positive definite. Also assume 
-i 
lim sup 
A*-+OO T<.FC<JV 
V 
LJ=L 
for every fixed row vector 7' such that 
Kg*)2 = 0. 
7'Srr7 > 0 . 
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Let Xj . j = 1.2. - - be the independent random variables of Poisson sampling defined by 
(2.10). Then 
a.M(£r—Air.J-^;V(0. £„) . 
where jV 
fr.v = Q X l-V"1I3&îrJ * 
J = 1  
and /xr is defined in (2.11). 
Proof. Let 
Zj  =7 ,gj(f J-- j )  • 
where 7 is an arbitrary real-valued vector, 7^0. Then {Zj} is a sequence of independent 
random variables with zero means and V{Z,} = -,(1 — -} )(7/gJ )2. Let 
.V 
V'iv = 51 -^)(7jgj)2 -
;=i 
Consider for e > 0, 
= Jim Kv'  DVftJ 'E {(/ i  -  ^  } 
= ,!to Kv' E(V8,)3E{(/, -->)2 } ai*> 
- Jte,v?l |>'gj,:E {"' ~ ',f V*»«c»]} 
< Um Ms- t  E {(/> -  ^  } • 
where 
Mv = sup V>l(7jgj) -
KFCC.V 
14 
By assumption, A/v —> 0 as A" -> oc. Therefore the right side of (2.12) goes to zero for every 
e > 0 and 
A' 
IV *  - v < 0 '  D  '  
i -1  
Multivariate normality follows because 7 is arbitrary. Now 
v 
lim a~l A'-1 53(V&)2Tj(l - 'j) = VSxx7 
.V-roc 
J= l  
and we have the result. • 
One of the common techniques in survey sampling is stratification. We now give a central 
limit result for stratified samples. Assume that the elements of a finite population are divided 
into H strata indexed by h = L, • • • . H. Assume the h-th stratum contains A\ elements and 
that it is desired to estimate the finite population mean 
H NK H 
y.v = -v~l 53 53 = 53 -v~l -^yvh • (2.13) 
h = l  j=1 A=L 
where 
:V„ 
y.v„ = -v\™153 ^  • 
J= l  
Assume a simple random nonreplacement sample of size nh is selected from stratum h, h = 
1 .  •  •  •  .  H.  The sample size of a realized sample is 
H 
n  =  53 n/l - (2.14) 
The Horvitz-Thompson estimator of the population mean is 
H 
S.t = 53-v"I-v*&< (2.15) 
h=l 
where 
"h 
y* = nhl 53 ^  • 
J= l  
Asymptotic normality of the stratified sample mean under stratified simple random sam­
pling has been discussed by Bickel and Freedman (1984). In their formulation, the number 
15 
of strata and the stratum size IVH are allowed to depend on an index V as V -> oc, and either 
the number or the sizes of the strata may remain bounded. It is shown that if all nh satisfy 
2 < nh < Nh - 1, then the standardized mean 
[v{ys t \ f } r k ( y , t - y s )  
is asymptotically :Y(0.1) provided that for all e > 0, 
H Nh 
53 -xr15Z °2 - ev^) 
/l=l j—I 
(2.16) 
as v  -* oc, where 
o(x . e )  =  * 
x  if |x| > e  
0 otherwise 
H 
^A'-'Aïd-A.K.'SÎ, 
U'=l 
-1 
[iV-2:\;2(i - AK'SZ] . 
•V» 
sj  = (<v»-1)- '£(»*,-s , , ) 2 .  
j=l 
~/u = ^1 (y/i, - y.vj . 
Ph.  =  (AX -  n h )  1  nh . ( . \ \  — 1 )  •  
and//, = 
In deriving the asymptotic normality of y,t, Bickel and Freedman (1984) assumed that the 
yhjS are fixed, that the probability depends on the sampling design and that the selection in 
one stratum is independent of the selections of all other strata. The condition for the sequence 
of populations and sampling designs defined in (2.16) implies that each stratum variance con­
tribution wh. is small. In Theorem 2.6, we obtain the asymptotic normality of y3t under the 
assumption that the finite populations are generated from the superpopulation model. 
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Theorem 2.6. Let T(vj = {y'1(l/). • • • ,y'W(l/)}' be a sequence of populations where yA(l/) = 
{yhi- ••• • UhsHlu) }'• Assume that yhj , j = 1, • • - , Nh{u) . h = !.•••. H{v) are indepen­
den t  r andom var iab les  wi th  mean  ^  and  var iance  cr \ .  Let  d ( t / )  = ( I ' 1 ( t / )  -  -  -  .  V H ( u ) ) ' ,  I / i („ )  =  
{Ihi.-- Jhx^Y, where 
Ih j  = 
1. if the j-th element in stratum h  is in the sample 
0. otherwise. 
Assume and the stratum sample size depend on an index u such that 
^ oc . 
h=i 
as v  —> oc. Assume 
y—too (")  <")  
where 
lim n.j< oc (2.17) 
Hi  (") 
l(L) = Z "'LiU-AM) 
/i=l n/l<") 
0 < llfc(l/) = < 1 and 0 < f h ( u )  = A^n^, < 1 for all h  and v. Let 
A(V) = (J .4h((/). (2.18) 
and 
/l=l 
H  
y.vM = -X™i 53 ^ = 12 ttX(„)i/.vh(l/l. (2.i9) 
where 
and 
C".v(„) A=t 
— {j G f-1 h{u) ' Ih.j — !•} i 
iVM") 
y-vh(Vl = 5Z  ^• 
J=L 
17 
Assume 
Ch 
"-KX i<j<xh{u) 
lim sup = 0. (2.20) 
where 
Then 
r-1 
— 
n h(u)^ k i  
V(^)1 {Vatlu) — ys{ 1/)) —* A'(0. 1) . (2.21) 
as v —> oc. 
Proof. Consider 
f f ( u )  ^h{u)  ... "(v) '^M") 
V V K " )  r  v v ^  .  
y«M -  y.vci = 2-2- „— -2-2- ~v~  yhj 
rr," i"/ "if; il' W/iM  ' l") 
^1") z r . \ 
=  Sir 
^{u)  ^*h{u)  
— ^  ^  ^  "  Chj( v ) { y h ]  —  [ * k )  
h=1 j=l 
= 5- 5- " A=l J=1 
Then the {Z/,j(t,): h  = 1. •- - . H { u )  .  j  = 1. • - - . .Vh(v) . z/ = 1.2 - • - } form a triangular ar­
ray of random variables, where Z/lj(lz) is measurable with respect to the a-algebra ^Fahl.(u) = 
• y/i-I.l- • • • .j/A-t..Vh_1(l/)-!//it •" -y/tj-I'nv) • • • 3,1(1C 
where aAj = 5Z*Ttl -vl(l/) -f j. Note that 
E{Zaj(^)|^_^.(w} = 0 • 
tkj-i,(f)}= Chj{v ) a l  •  
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Define 
f f ( „) A'h(„) 
\\i) — 53 53 
h.= 1 j=l 
W( l / )  - ^h (K)  /  r  1  \  ' 
=££•«•' (£-=) 
^(v) 
= 5Z ^Vi^1 
h=i n,1(t,) 
Now, for e > 0, the Lindberg condition 
f i i 
j™, *'(» 53 53 E{Z^(1/)/(|Zhj(l/)|>eV,1<))|^rahj_l.((/)} 
/l=l J=l 
= £m ^\Z) 53 53 E^Chj(^)(y^ - (2.22) t/—fOC h=l j=l 
.V, "(f)  »>h( V) m 
= lim V(-2 52 52 / foVj - ^ )]2^yh([„(y) 
"~*°c A=i j=i j R hn»)  
u)  -^h(v) » 
— i*im. 53 53 I t0-/,'(y_M/i)] ,h(„)(y) 
A=l j=l  JRoh(v) 
5J™ 1 H£ £  
= lim < max [  [<rj~ l(y -  Hk)}~  <lF . J h ^  {y )  I  .  
J Rohltr) )  
where F y M v ]  ( y )  is the distribution function of y h ( U ) ,  
Rh j ( U )  =  {y  €  R  :  \ y -  Hh\  >  c |C/ l j ( t / ) r l V ( V ) }  .  
and 
— I 
J / \ 
RokM — i y  €  R  :  |y - f i k \  > e max |C/,j(l/)| Vjv) tSJSXhli/l 
It follows that the limit (2.22) is zero because e I maxi<j<.vh(l/) |CAj(«,)| J V*(l/) -* oc as 
V / 
v  - r  oc and y  has the finite second moment. Thus V^1 ( y s t (u )  — y.v(u)) —+ Ar(0,1). • 
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2.3 Regression estimation 
2.3.1 Introduction 
To begin our discussion of regression estimation, assume the finite population is composed 
of row vectors (yj.Xj ) that are realizations of random variables satisfying the superpopulation 
model 
where e_, is independent of x, for all i  and j .  We assume the first element of the (p + 1)-
dimensional vector x is identically equal to one and write 
We assume that Sxx is positive definite. Assume the mean of x for the finite population of A" 
elements is known and denoted by x.v. Assume a simple random nonreplacement sample of 
size n is selected from A\ Let X be the matrix of observations on x, 
t /j = Xj i3  4- 6j . (2.23) 
:V/(0.<Tg) , 
Xj = (l.xu) . 
where 
Xi_j ~ A Srx) • 
x  = (X ; . . . .  .<) ' •  
Assume X'X = 53"_t x'x, is positive definite. 
Because the standard regression assumptions hold for the sample, the estimator 
(2.24) 
is the best linear unbiased estimator of the superpopulation parameter. The estimator $ has 
the properties 
E{/5|X} = 13 
V{,3|X} = Y. 
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An unbiased estimator of az is 
= 7ZJ=ï î> 
r 1=1 
(2.25) 
and an unbiased estimator of V{/3|X} is 
-i 
53 xixi ) s= • 
. :=1 
By standard regression theory, the best linear conditionally unbiased predictor of the pop­
ulation mean of y is 
y r e g  =;V~l ny n  + (A'' - n)x.v_„/3 
=x.v/3 
=i/n "t" (Xi..v Xl-n)/3j . 
(2.26) 
where x.v-n = (A* - n) l(;Vx.v - nx„) , /3 = and 
= 53(XU - Xl.n)'(XU- - Xl-n) 
.1=1 
-I 
5>u — X[
-n)'( i/i — yn) 
t=l 
because the first element of x, is one. The conditional variance of y r e g ,  conditional on the 
sample x-values, is 
V{yrc 3  -y.v|X} = V{(1 -  f) (ë n  -ê.v_n) +(Xi..v -Xl.„)(y3l - j3,)|X} 
— (1 — + (xu — x,n)V{31|X}(xt,. — xu)', (2.27) 
where 
V0JX} = 52(xu -Xi.n)f(Xu -xu„) 
.  1=1 
— I 
/  =  N~ l n  and ê.v_n = (Ar — n)-1( A'ëlV — nën). Because s, is an unbiased estimator of a\ ,  
an unbiased estimator of the conditional variance of the estimator 0 of (2.24) is obtained by 
substituting s' of (2.25) for <r\ in (2.27). 
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Because xu is normally distributed with covariance matrix £rx, the expected value of the 
last term of (2.27) is 
| ( x l..v-xi.„) 53(Xu,- - Xi,„)'(Xl., - Xt.n) (=1 
-1 
(Xt..v - Xi.a)\ ' -2  e  
n (n  — p  — 2) 
where p is the dimension of Xi.,. Thus, under the normal model, the unconditional variance of 
Dreg  ' S  
V{yreg ~ i/.v} = (1 ~ /) 1 + 
n  — p  — 2 
e 
n  
The ratio of the unconditional variance of yre3 to the unconditional variance of y n  is 
V{j j reg  ~  ^ v }  _  ^  Tl —2 
V{yn - y.v} n - p - 2  
=  ( 1  - R 2 )  n  _ 0 
n  — p  — 2 
where R 2  is the multiple regression coefficient. It follows that if R 2  is greater than p{n  — 2 )~ 1 ,  
the regression estimator is superior to the sample mean as an estimator of the population mean. 
Let us now relax our assumptions on the population. Define the (p+1)-dimensional vector 
q, = (yj.x-ujY and assume 
qj ~ [ I [ i n y  .  . 
Assume q, has finite fourth moments and that the rank of S77 is (p + 1). If we define /3 to be 
the value of 7 that minimizes 
E{(yt -xj7)2} • (2.28) 
where x; = (l.Xij), we obtain 
[E . (2.29) 
Let a sequence of simple random nonreplacement samples be selected, where the sample 
selected from the <V-th population is of size nlV, n.v > n.v-i, 
lim nx = 00 , lim A" 1nx = / < 1 . 
.V—voo iV—too 
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Because (3 is differentiable function of second moments, the least squares /3 of (2.24) is a 
consistent estimator of /3 of (2.29) and 
- /3 = Op (n .v2)  -
Also, under the assumptions, 
Xi..v - XL.„ =  O p  ( " x T )  •  
Therefore, from (2.26), 
Ûreg  ~  5.V = ( L ~ /v)(ë„ - C.v-n) + Op (rt"1) . (2.30) 
where e3 = y3 — x_, /3 .  Thus , the variance of the limiting distribution of ns2 [yreg - is 
lim V {niV2(l - /x)(ë„ - ë.v_„)} = (1 - f )a]  , (2.31) 
A -foc L ) 
where 
= V{yj - . 
Because 0 minimizes (2.28), it minimizes u, and there is no estimator of y.v, linear in y, 
whose limiting distribution has a smaller variance. 
The estimator j3 is also design consistent for the finite population regression coefficient 
under simple random sampling in that 
0 - /3.v I Fx = Op[ny2 ) 
where _t 
^x=(èx ix i)  !>•-
V 1=1 J 1=1 
Given the definition of the finite population coefficient, the error in the regression estimator 
of the finite population mean can be written in terms of deviations from the finite population 
regression. 
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The error in /3 as an estimator of the finite population parameter is 
-i n 
b  -  Px  = 153 x x  53 xx.  
and 
Ureg  — Ds  — "n  +  (Xi , . v  — Xl ,n ) ( ^ i  ~  
= â„ +  O p (n~ l )  ,  
where a, = y, — x,/3 v- The design consistency of yreg as an estimator of the population mean 
follows from ân = O p (n s 2  ) .  
Many samples encountered in practice are more complicated than the simple random sam­
ple we have discussed. Fuller (2002, Sec 2.2) gives conditions such that the regression esti­
mator is a design consistent estimator. 
Theorem 2.7. Let {^v} be a sequence of finite populations, where is a random sample 
of size Y from a superpopulation with finite fourth moments. Let q, = (y,. x.) be a vector 
with mean q.v = (y.v.x.v) for the A'-th population. Let a sequence of samples be selected 
from the sequence {JF.Y}. Define the regression estimator of y.v by 
Dreg  — X,Y . 
where /3 is a design consistent estimator of a parameter denoted by /3 V. Then 
P J.im {iUreg ~ Qs) |^\V> = 0 . 
if and only if 
P  J i m  { e . v l - ^ x }  =  0  .  
where 
e£ = y, - x, /3iV . 
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Proof. Begin by assuming the probability limit of y r e g  conditional on is y s -  Then 
= P lim {e.v|^v} . 
- ¥ < X  
Now assume is is design consistent for zero. Then 
0 = p lim {e,v|^v} 
;V -fCO 
= P Jim {(ylV - x.v /3v)|^v} 
.V-^oc 
= P lim {(y.v - x,v 0)\F.x} • 
\ ->oo 
• 
Consider the construction of an estimator to meet the requirements of Theorem 2.7. Let a 
sample design have selection probabilities and define sample estimators of the means by 
Assume the first element of xt is identically equal to one. By analogy to (2.26), consider an 
estimator of the form 
because, /3 is design consistent for /3iV 
0 = p lim {(t/x -  Xx P)\Fx} 
;V-+CC 
= P Jim {(t/x - Xx /3,v)|^v} 
where 
yreg — {/r "h (xi,x xi,-)/^ . (2.32) 
Assume that (y?,Xi.r) is a design-consistent estimator of (y4V.xl .x) and that (3l is design 
consistent for a parameter denoted by /3uV in that 
Î/ttt Xi.jtï Pi) {y?r-Xj.xi jv) j  l^v — Op(6,v)  •  
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where b\ —> 0 as :V —> oc. Then 
where 
(yreg - ûs) \Fx = y* - y s + (xi„v - xl-)j3l  
= y* — y.\- + (X[..v — Xi.R)/?! V + O p ( b y )  
=  e -  +  O p ( b y )  ,  
-i = yi — ys — (xi.i — xi..v)/3k_v -
(2.33) 
(2.34) 
The population mean of the e,  of (2.34) is zero for any /3I-X. Therefore (2.32) gives a way to 
construct a design consistent estimator. 
A natural (31 to use in constructing a regression estimator of (2.32) is the estimator weighted 
with the sampling weights. 
Pi.* = 53 l(*i.i - Xi-)'(xu - Xi„T) 
L-€A 
-i 
53 "« - Xl.r)'(i/, ~ </T) . 
I€A (2.35) 
The regression estimator is a linear estimator in that it can be written as a linear function 
of y's in the form 
n 
i/rej = 53 "•'#» • 
1 = 1  
where w, does not depend on yi. For (2.32) with the /3t of (2.35), 
IL'i = Q, + (X t..v - XU-) 
-i 
ût(X!., - X i - ) '  .  53 Q«(xt.« - xl.-)'(xl., - Xt,-) 
-i=l 
(2.36) 
Linearity is an important property because it means that, once computed, the weights can be 
used to compute estimates for any y-variable. One way to compute the regression weights of 
(2.36) is to minimize 
53k-a£)2at. 1 
i—l 
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subject to 
n 
53 WiUiXu) = (l,*t..v) • 
1=1 
The second equation is sometimes called a calibration equation. 
Casse 1 et al. (1976) introduced the generalized difference estimator of the form 
ycD = Z/r +  ( x v  -  x t ) / 3  (2.37) 
for the finite population mean of y. They formulated the estimator (2.37) under the linear 
regression superpopulation model with known regression coefficient 3. They also suggested 
the term generalized regression estimator to denote the estimator (2.37) when 3 is estimated 
by the generalized least squares estimator, 
^53 <^1/. j • 
where <rf is the model variance of </,. 
In defining the regression estimator we follow Mickey (1959). In order for an estimator of 
the mean to be called a regression estimator, we require the estimator to be linear in y, to be 
location invariant, to be scale invariant, and to be such that the estimator with y = x is x,v. 
Thus we define an estimator to be a regression estimator if it can be written as 
yreg = 53 (2.38) 
1 = 1  
or as 
Urea = + (Xt„v ~ Xlt»)j9, , (2.39) 
where 
n 
P g =  5 3  b # '  »  
1=1 
n 
53^i(l:xl,i) = (l,xltn) , 
1=1 
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and the b, are not functions of y. To be location invariant we require $2"=i b, = 0 and the 
weights of (2.38) defining y, to sum to one. If (yr, x;-) is a design consistent estimator of the 
population mean vector, then an estimator of the form (2.39) is design consistent for the mean 
of y for any flg that is a design consistent estimator of a constant /3gN. Also, the large sample 
distribution of yreg has a variance that is the variance of y- — x,/33,v-
The value of f3gX that minimizes the design variance of yrcg, is 
See Fuller (2002, Sec 2.2), Rao (1994), Montanari (1987) and Cochran (1977, Sec 7.9). Often 
in practice the regression coefficient is chosen for ease of computation and not as a direct 
estimator of (3opt. 
An estimator of the variance of estimator is the sample variance of 
If the x-variables are coded with the population mean of x equal to zero, the variance of the 
regression estimator can be computed as the estimated variance of the intercept term in the 
multiple regression of y on x. The variance estimator computed in this way gives a higher 
order approximation to the variance. See Fuller (1975). 
23.2 Modifications of the regression estimator 
Regression estimators with coefficients other than that in (2.35) have been considered with 
the objectives of improving efficiency and reducing the range of the weights, w,. Because the 
/3 of (2.24) is converging to the best possible value if the sample is selected by simple random 
sampling, the possible theoretical reductions in variance are small, of the order n-2. However, 
it is possible that in small samples some of the w, in (2.36) can be very large or(and) some can 
be negative. Therefore it is worthwhile to consider modifications. 
Papt = [v{xur|^}]-l[cov{xl.„y,m] • (2.40) 
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There are several ways to modify regression weights. One is to modify the it-, defining the 
estimator so that there are no negative weights and(or) no large weights. Huang and Fuller 
(1978) is an early paper defining such a procedure. See also Singh and Mohl (1996). The 
second way is to require the tv, to satisfy certain criteria. Such procedures typically build 
on the fact that the weights can be defined in terms of regression coefficients in (2.35) or as 
values that optimize some function. Deville and Samdal (1992) considered several objective 
functions that can be used to construct weights. 
The estimator defined by the set of wt that minimizes 
n 
Jjtc.-a.oV1 (2.41) 
i=i 
subject to the constraints 
n 
u'iXi = x.v . (2.42) 
1=1 
Li < Wi < L2 . (2.43) 
where a, is an initial weight and and L2 are lower and upper bounds on the weights, can 
be computed using standard quadratic programming software. See Husain ( 1969) and Isaki et 
al (2000a, 2000b). 
Another modification of the regression weights is to relax some of the restrictions in (2.42). 
In the problems under discussion there are often a large number of auxiliary variables avail­
able. That is, the dimension of the potential x-vector is very large. If one attempts to use 
a large vector, some of the weights may be very large or it will be impossible to satisfy the 
constraints (2.42). Therefore in practice, some method of reducing the number of constraints, 
or of otherwise relaxing some of the constraints, is required. 
We consider a procedure that replaces some of the linear restrictions in (2.42) with added 
components in the objective function (2.41). To motivate the procedure, consider a single 
x-variable. Assume the linear model 
Z/i = 30 + Xif3 + e, (2.44) 
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where e, ~ /(O, a2) and 30 and 0 are the population regression coefficients. Denote a linear 
estimator of the population mean of y by 
n 
Ay = 53 Wi (2-45) 
i=i 
where = 1- Then the error in estimator (2.45) is 
n 
ay - Hy = 51 + e«") ~~ a'x.j 
1=1 
= 53 u',*e«+ ( 53wiXi ~ i"r ) 
1=1 v t=i / 
where (/j.y,/ir) is the vector of population means of (y. x). The mean square error (MSE) of 
the linear estimator (2.45) for known y.x and conditional on the sample x's is 
E 53 - Vy 
,  1 = 1  
x ^ j2 =53 wïa<+153wiXi ~ 
i=i \ i=i / 
= 53 <(l-^2)^2+ ~ R2 ~§ (2.46) 
t= l t=l 
=d - R 2 ) * ;  5 "• + IS - i"r 
where a2 is the population variance of y, ary is the population covariance between x and y 
and R2 — Minimizing (2.46) with respect to the iv, will minimize the MSE of 
the linear estimator. Thus if R2 and a2 are known and we use the crude approximation 
n n 
53 ("••«• -a,)2Q™1 % 53(u;>—ûI)2Ô-1 
t=i 
n  
~ 53 u-',2ô~i—id. 
:=l 
(=1 
then minimizing 
53(u-'i -qi)2», 1 + 
t=l 
R2 
( 1  - I P )  (2.47) 
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where a, is the initial weight and Q is the sample mean of a,, would minimize the MSE in 
(2.46). Thus, the procedure that replaces the linear restriction of £3"=i w*x> — Mr with the 
objective function of (2.47) is approximately equivalent to finding weights that minimize the 
MSE of the linear estimator. 
To consider the procedure associated with (2.47), let the initial weight be n ~ l .  To define 
the linear estimator of (2.45) that is location invariant and has minimum MSE, consider the 
Lagrangian 
53 ( U-'i - n~l  )2 + a (53 W'Xi + 2A I 5^ IL'j - 1 j . (2.48) 
t=l . 1=1 . 1=1 
The derivatives with respect to ir, are 
2(u'i — n l) + 2a ^53 wixi ~ Mr^ + 2A. i = 1. • • • , n. 
If we sum over i, also multiply by x,, sum, and set the results equal to zeroes, we obtain the 
system of equations 
e:=1 "'.j. - mj 
1 
o
 
1 
Xn Mr 
n aeli xi 
e?=i xi 1 + a 53"=i *1 
Solving the system of equations (2.49) for A and 5Z"=i lc<x' — Mr gives 
n 
(2.49) 
EX n H'r 
_ ^  l+«ell(a -fn)2 
A = —axn Xn mz 
1 +le"=l(j' -in)2 ' 
and 
W'i = n 1 — a | 53 wjxj — Mr I X i  —  A 
u=i 
= n 1 -r a 
(2.50) 
(Mr -  XN)(XI - X„). i+°53 - -r*) 
i=i 
The estimator defined with weights (2.50) is 
îïareg = (1 — 7 )§n + 7[ + (Mr ~Xn)(3\ (2.51) 
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where 
A _ -  Jn)(y t- -yn) 
ellta-sn)3 ' 
and 
ae"=l(j« ~ fn)2 
1 1 +azli(zi -i")2 ' 
The estimator yareg of (2.51) is a linear combination of the sample mean and the ordinary least 
square (OLS) regression estimator. If a —• oe, which implies that the correlation between x 
and y becomes one, then yareg tends to the regression estimator. If a —y 0, implying that the 
correlation becomes zero, then yare3 tends to the sample mean. We can obtain the optimal 7(or 
a)-value which minimizes the MSE of yarfg- Under the linear model (2.44), 
E{{ijareg ~ M;,)"!*} =E{[ën  + (1 -  7)(*n ~ + 7(/lr ~ *n)(4 ~ ^)]2|x} (2.52) 
•> 
= ^  + ( 1 ~ 7)2(fn " h:)2,32 + 72(x„ - ^ _ 
n  L,=l(Z- -  Zn)2  
=^ + d- l)2(x„ - f,)2R34 + •>'(*• - ~ 
n crj. (n — .j)cr* 
If we differentiate the MSE (2.52) with respect to 7 and set the result equal to zero, then the 
MSE is minimized with 
(n-  W2  3 
The corresponding a is 
( n - Z ) K 2  Q-nnt — 
o p t  ( 1  - R 2 ) S X X  
where 5rr = 5ZLi(x' — ^)2- Given the a of (2.47), the 7 of (2.51) is equal to 7opt of (2.53). 
We have shown that the linear estimator (2.45) defined by the set of weights that minimizes 
the objective function (2.48) with the optimal a has, approximately, the minimum MSE under 
the linear model (2.44). For the case that a vector of auxiliary variables, denoted by x, = 
.x,p), is available, Husain (1969) considered the linear estimator 
n 
yareg = ^2 ' (2.54) 
1=1 
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where 
Wi = n~l + 7(|* r  - Xn) [(X - Jx„)'(X - JxJ]"1 (X - Jxn)' , 
X — (X|.  • •  • ,  Xn) ,  /tr — (V-x\ i  '  '  '  i V-Xp )  • Xn  — (^l.n- • p.n )  -
He showed that the estimator of (2.54) with the constant 
(n — p — 2 )R2 (2.55) 
p + ( n — 2 p — 2) R? 
has the minimum MSE under the linear model 
yt =/?o + xi/3 + e{ , (2.56) 
where p is the dimension of x,, e, ~ iV/(0. cr2) and /? is the coefficient of multiple correlation 
of the p x-variables with y. He also showed that the weights of (2.54) can be constructed by 
relaxing restriction ";'x« = /*r and minimizing wi an^ some function of distance 
between w<x< and nr. The objective function he considered is 
Q  = w'w + a(w'X - #ir) [(X - Jx„)'(X — Jx„)] 1 (w'X - #ir)' + 2A(w'J„ - 1) . 
where w = (u't.• • • . tvn)', (1 + a)"la = 7, and X and nx are defined in (2.54). Using 
the objective function (2.57), he relaxed the linear constraints by replacing the restriction 
u.-tx, = nr with a component that is a quadratic form constructed with positive definite 
matrix a [(X — Jxn)'(X - Jx„)]-1. 
Now consider a procedure that replaces some of the linear restrictions in ]£"=1 ir.x, = /*r, 
with an added component that is a quadratic form with a positive definite matrix $ in the 
objective function of the form (2.41). Assume the linear model 
where x, = (xtl. - - - ,x,p) and /3 is the population regression coefficient. Assume we have 
a working covariance matrix for (ci, -, en), denoted by $ for the model (2.58). Let a = 
(2.57) 
yi = x,/3 + e,. (2.58) 
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(ûi, • • • .Qn)' be the column vector of initial weights and assume the population mean of x, 
fix is known. Let the matrix of observations on the auxiliary variables, X, be partitioned as 
(X0, X2), where X0 is the set of / variables for which exact constraints are required and X2 is 
the set of p — I variables for which the constraints can be relaxed. Then a generalizations of 
(2.41) and (2.42) is the function 
(w - a)'$(w - a) + (w'X2 - /ir2)^(w'X2 - /iX2)z. (2.59) 
and the constraint 
w'XO — /iro = 0 . (2.60) 
where 
W = (lV|.  • • • .  tt 'n) • Xq = (Xq ^ , .  X0  N) . X2 = (x2 - l ,  .  X2  n) .  
A*ro = (Mr,." '  ,Mr,) .  Mr2  = (/**„+„ ,  '  * •  • Mrp  ) .  
Xo.i — ("^ii  •  * * * » x i i  ) :  X2 , | '  (X| ' j ( + I | .  '  .  X l p  ) .  
$ and $ are positive definite symmetric matrices and = (/irQ./iZ2). The problem of 
minimizing (2.59) subject to (2.60) is formulated as the minimization of the Lagrangian 
Q = (w - a)'*(w - a) + (w'X2 - /ir2)¥(w'X2 - /iX2)' + 2A'(w'X0 - #iIO)z, 
where A is a vector of Lagrangian multipliers. The partial derivatives with respect to w and A 
are 
=$w-$* + X2® (X£w -/I'X2)+ X0A . (2.61) 
and 
!fx=x°w - "« • (162) 
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If we multiply (2.61) by X2$ \ also multiply (2.61) by Xq* 1 and set the results equal to 
zero, we obtain the linear equation 
X(,*-lXo X^"lX2* A Xor " Mr0 
X^-'Xo I + X'2*-lX2* X2w - x2r - H'I2 (2.63) 
where (x0r.x2-) = a'(X0.X2). Thus, the vector of weights that minimizes the objective 
function (2.59) subject to the constraints (2.60) is 
w = a - $-'X2$(X;w - ) - *"lX0A 
A 
X> 
x^"lxo 
X'2^-lX0 
= a - $"lX0 . $ X2$ (2.64) 
= a + $ -i X0 . X2 
I . 0 
0 . $ 
x^-lx2* 
I + X'o#-lX2* 
-I -
#*r0 -x^ 
/*r2 -x'2ff 
= a + X 
= a + *"lX 
a"1' 
X^"lX2» I 0 
-l 
> 
Mr0 - Xor 
I + X'2$"lX2¥ 0 i$f—1 ~ xL 
x^-'xo . x^*-lx2 
x'^-'xo . *"1 +x^"lx2 
-i 
mro - *or 
- xl 
where 
A = Q-' - Xi,*-'X2 (*-' + X^-'X,)'1 (xL - /i„)} . 
and 
q = x^-lXo - x^-lx2 + x;$-lx2)~l x'2*~lxa 
The estimator defined with the vector of weights (2.64) is 
U r r e g  =  W >  
= y* + (mr - xff)r3*, 
(2.65) 
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where 
X$ X + 
0 0 II u
 
0 *~l 
X'$"lX (2.66) 
and (yff.xr) 
y = xis 
K = (X'#_tX)~lX'$-Iy = (3O,/32)' 
a'(y.X) and y = (yi. • • • . y n ) ' -  Note that the linear estimator (2.65) with 
Xrreg =  X r  T (f*x Xr .  
and is not equal to nr unless T = I. Under the model (2.58), the error in the estimator is 
! I r r e g  M y  =  X r / 3  +  C -  4 "  ( / * T  X r  ) T  H i f t  
= ê- + (Xr — #ix)/3 + (Mr — *r)r(^<J> — ( 3 )  +  (Mx —  Xr)F/3 
= ër + (x- — /ir)(I — T)(3 + [nx — x-)T(Àq — /3) . 
The matrix X2 can be transformed so that V{X2t} for the transformed vector is a diagonal 
matrix and so that Xo^-1X2 is a diagonal matrix, where X2 is the part of X2 that is orthogonal 
to X0 in the metric $ That is, 
X2 = X2 - XO (X^"LXO)-1 X'Q*~lX2. 
To diagonalize the estimated variance matrix of x2- and X2$~lX2 simultaneously, consider 
the problem of simultaneous diagonalization of two symmetric matrices A and B. Assume 
B is a positive definite matrix. Because B is a symmetric and positive definite matrix, there 
exists an orthogonal matrix Qs and a diagonal matrix Dg in which all diagonal elements are 
positive such that 
qsbqs = da . 
Also, there exists an orthogonal matrix QA and a diagonal matrix DA such that 
Q:4Db?Q'bAQbDb^Qa = Da 
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Define the matrix 
Then, 
and 
X — QjgDg2 Qa 
T'BT = Ç&D/Q'eBQsD/QA = I 
TAT =  Q^D^Q 'bAQbD/QA =  D A  
Assume X is transformed such that X2 is orthogonal to X0 in the metric $ and V{x2r} 
and X'2$-lX2 are diagonal matrices. To reduce the number of notations, we use the same 
notation X to denote the transformed matrix. Then, the matrix T defined in (2.66) is 
r = 
x^-lxo . o 
0 . *"1 +X'2*"lX2 
I . 0 
0 . (* + x^-lx2)"lx^"lx2 
I . 0 
o . r22 
-i 
X'Q*-lXo . 0 
0 . x^"lx2 
where 
r22 = (« + x;*-lx2) 1 x^-lx2 
Under the model (2.58), the conditional MSE is 
E { ( y r r e g  -  H y ) 2 \ X }  %  < x ' * < x  + /3'(I - D(x. - /ix)'(x, - M,)(I - T ) / 3  
+ (#»x - x,)F [v{/3*|X}] r'(fix - sr) (2.67) 
a'*a+ o . /3'2(I-r22) ] xr - Hr x, -/ix (i — r22)/32 
+ (m„ - x,)r [v{&}] r(/i„ - x„)' 
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= a'$a + /3;(i — t22)(x2x — /fr2)'(x2r — /<x2)(i — fgg)/); 
+ (Mxo ~ *Oir) [v{/30}j (/iro — X0-)' 
+ (/*x2 — X2r)r22 [v{/32}] r^cmxj — X2-)' . 
By replacing (x- - /ir)'(xr - #zr) with V{xr}, the unconditional MSE can be approximated. 
The unconditional MSE of yrreg is 
E{ ( y r r e 3  -  My)*} % < * ' * < *  +Tr{ [v (&)] [V(x0,)]} 
P P R T~) 6G\ 
+ 5z j.2(1 -7..)2 [v{x,>}] + 5] *,2, v{a} [v{x,>}] . *" 
i = l + 1  ( = / + 1  
where is a diagonal element of F The diagonal F that minimizes the approximate MSE 
defined in (2.68) is 
I j j . o p t  —  
3] 
^ + V(,j,) (2.69) 
for j  =  /  +  1. •  •  •  .  p .  By the relationship between F and $ in (2.66), the optimal W j j  is 
IT J J - o p t  
3 ]  (2.70) 
where is a diagonal element of X2* ~1X2. 
For a diagonal matrix ¥, Rao and Singh (1997) introduced the tolerance matrix A = 
diag(£[. - • • . àp) where each diagonal element St is the tolerance for the z-th linear constraint 
on x. See also Bardsley and Chambers (1984). 
The estimator defined in (2.65) can be expressed as 
yrreg — Z/x "f~ (/*x X-)Â . (2.71) 
where 
and 
Ha — 
ë = H;JrX'4Tly. 
X ^ ^ X o  ,  X ' 0 * ~ l X 2  
X'#"lX0 , «-l+X'#"lX2 
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To derive the large sample properties of the estimator, consider a sequence of # \ If is 
increasing at the same rate as the sample size n, the estimator (2.71) is a design consistent 
estimator of the population mean of y. 
Theorem 2.8. Let {JTV, Av. 4> v, *®.v} be a sequence of populations, samples, and positive 
definite matrices such that 
[idr , X-) - (/Zy . /«,)] \FS = Op ("x2) - (2.72) 
where ns is the sample size for the iV-th sample and (//„. /xr) is the population mean of (y.x). 
Assume there exists a sequence Q=*=x such that 
- Q-e-x] |^x = Op (n/) (2.73) 
and 
lim Ar - l Q_-e=..v = Qzoz • (2.74) 
X-too 
where Z = (zzt. • • - z'J', z, = (y,. x.) and Q-0- is a positive definite matrix. Assume 
Jim n"1 [*~l] = . (2.75) 
where $ is a positive definite matrix. Then, estimator (2.71) satisfies 
Orreg My = V~ My 4* (Mx T Op (n v ) 
= Op (»x') . 
(2.76) 
where 
^ v — [Qxox..v T A0,.v] Qxoy.x 
= ®ru'X..vqroy.X -
Hxtyx.A" — Qxox.X 4" A»„V -
and 
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Proof. The estimator (2.71) is 
V r r e g  = j/ir + { f l x  ~ XT)0.v + { f l x  ~ X-) ( Ô  — . (2.77) 
The population characteristic 0V is 
= 
„vQxoa..v 
= HXI!.r_iV [Qxdr.X^.v + Qxoa.X + A.v^.v — A.v6.v] (2.78) 
=  0 ,  + Hrcr.x [Qxoa.X ~ A.v^.v] • 
where a; — yi xflx and Qxoa.x — Qxoy.x Qrox.x^x• By (2.78), 
QxOa.X Axflv = 0 . 
The error of 0 in estimating 6 s is 
0 — 0 s — ( Hrtxl Qxoy — 0» 
\N X J n X 
= ( Hrc.r>) / Qxox#X 4 Qxoa Qxoxfl.v — A.v#x 1 \ n s  )  l n N  n s  n y  J 
= (^Hr") ^') (2.79) 
= 
~ 
q*™-v) 
where Qx<sx = X $ X Qxoy = X'$~ly and Qx<9„ = Qxoy - QXOX0X- By the assumption 
(2.73), 
Qxoa Qxoa.X^ — Op |rixJj • 
and 0  —  0 S  = O p  (n.v2) because (nx-1Hrt-.r) is bounded. The result follows from (2.73) 
and (2.77). • 
If $ v is fixed or $ v -> oo, as n -> oc then the estimator 0  approaches the weighted 
least squares estimator and we obtain design consistency for yrre3 because 0 converges to the 
population analog of the weighted least square estimator. 
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233 Regression estimation with estimated population quantities 
in Section 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, we investigated the properties of the regression estimator and 
modification of regression weights to avoid extreme (or negative) weights. One crucial as­
sumption for those results is that the population means of auxiliary variables are known and 
fixed. However, it is not always possible to know the exact means of auxiliary variables. For 
example, Census values counted every ten years are sometimes used as auxiliary information 
to get a regression estimator. However, it's also known that the U S census has an overall 
undercount on the order of 1.2 percent. In this section, we consider the situation in which 
a subset of the population is observed and estimates of some population means are available 
from another source. The mean estimates of auxiliary variables can come from a large national 
survey or from a census coverage study. Coverage studies are procedures used to estimate the 
undercount as a part of the U S Census. See Isaki et al. (2000). 
By analogy to (2.39), an estimator of the regression type can be written as 
where p.r is an external estimate of the vector of the population means, the sample estimate of 
the vector of the population means is 
n is the sample size, a, is an initial weight, and x, is a p-dimensional row vector for the z-th 
element in the sample. 
The estimator of (2.80) is a linear estimator, 
yiin = yo + (AR - XO)/3 . (2.80) 
n 
0 is the regression coefficient for the weighted regression of y, on x, 
n 
(2.81) 
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where the z-th weight is 
-i 
W i  = Oi + (gtx - Xa) I Û,X-Xi )  a ,X- .  
. t=i 
The weight of (2.81) can be computed by minimizing the objective function (2.41) subject to 
53 wixi = ar * (2.82) 
T=L 
Uncertainty with respect to /*r as well as the possibility of extreme weights suggests the 
necessity of relaxing the restrictions in (2.82). Consider a procedure that replaces the linear 
restrictions (2.82) with a component in the objective function (2.41). For an estimator to be 
location invariant, consider the Lagrangian 
Q = (w - Q)'D(W — a) + (w'X — /xr)A(w'X - jj.r)' + 2A(w'JN — 1) 
(2.83) 
where 
w = (irt. • • • . wn)' . a = (qi. • - • .an)'. 
X = (xV--- .<)'. D = diag(afl.• • • .a"') . 
A is a Lagrangian multiplier and A is a fixed matrix to be determined. The function (2.83) is 
similar to (2.151) but the motivation is different. By minimizing the objective function (2.83), 
we obtain 
Wi = Qi + (/*, - X„) < A + {- 53 - xo)'(xj - xa 
u=i 
| Q,(XI-XA)'. 
(2.84) 
The estimator defined with weights (2.84) is 
} / A r e g  — i/o X0 ) f/j . (2.85) 
where 
. {A- + 53 o,(Xi - xa)'(xt - X») 
.1=1 ! [§••» - xa)'(x; - X») 
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and 
P = 53 Û'(X< - Xo)'(Xf - Xa) 
L>=i  
-i 
52 °'(x' - xa)'y-
t=l 
To determine the optimal value for A, assume the linear model 
y, = 3q + X,/3 + et- (2.86) 
where e, ~ /(0. cr]) and 30 and (3 are the population regression coefficients. Under the model 
(2.86), the error in the estimator is 
ij.Arcg — Hy — Xa/3 + €a + — Xa)Tfl — /ix/3 
= èa + (xa — hx)(3 + {jix — x0)r(/3 — (3) + (/tx — xa)r^ 
=  e a  +  ( x 0  —  f f x ) ( I  —  T ) / 3  +  ( A r  —  X c ) r ( ^  —  f 3 )  +  ( / x r  —  M x ) r / 3 .  
Assume that V(x0) and V(/tr) are diagonal matrices, that /xr is independent of x0, that both 
jix and x0 are unbiased for /tx and that the errors in 0 and fix are independent. Then the MSE 
Of y.Areg ÎS 
E{(i/Are3 ~ fiy)2} + f3'[l ~ r)V(Xa)(I - T)0 
+ E{(£r - * a ) T { P  -  ( 3 ) ( è  -  f 3 ) T (Ax  - Xa)'} 
+ (3'rv(iix)r/3 
55 + 53 ^ - v(^-j) 
n j=1 
+ É1?V(5j)lV(xa.j) + V(fcJ)J j=l 
j=t 
If we differentiate the MSE with respect to %, and set the result equal to zero, we obtain the 
optimum 
7j = 3fv(xaj) 
t3J? + V(ft)][V(xaj)+V(/iI)) 
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If we replace 3j and V(/?j) with <J~2<J2R2  and (n<r^ )~l<r2, then the approximately optimal 
is 
v(xgj) 
,J
'°
pt [R] + n"l(l- fi2)] [V(xaj) + V(/2rj)] • 
The relation 
/ l x "l 
7j = ( "h ^xra, ) srxa, • \ a j  J  
where Sxxaj = T3"=1 at{xtJ - xa,j)2, gives 
R )  v ( x a . j )  
(2.87) 
aj
-°
pt {A'V(^) + n-»( 1 - fi2)[V(f0J + V(/lrj• 
In practice, a single set of a\ will be constructed for all y-variables. Thus a, is chosen on the 
basis of several criteria. 
Although the linear estimator (2.85) for the mean of the x variable is neither /ir nor fix, 
the estimator xAreg is the optimal estimator for the mean of the x under an appropriate model. 
To investigate the properties of XAreS, consider the model 
xi • xo • * » xfi • 
where 
(jn+l 2 ip) mr • s (2.88) 
Srx = diag(<rrj . j  = 1.• • • . p  )  .  
s22 = diag(cr^^ . j = 1. - • • , p  ) .  
and © denotes the Kronecker's product. Note that x, , / = 1, • • • , n are independently dis­
tributed with mean vector /ix and diagonal variance matrix and that (ix is distributed with 
the same mean vector fix and diagonal variance matrix È22- By results for the linear model, 
the best linear unbiased predictors (BLUP) of the means p.Xj, j — 1, • - - , p are 
[v(xj)]-' jj + [v(arj )]~l pr, 
+ ' (-89) 
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See Searle (1971, Ch. 2) and Graybill (1976, Section 12.2). Assume the initial weights 
q; = n~l , i = 1, • • • .n. Then the linear estimator (2.85) with x, Xj,Areg,j = 1, • • • ,p, with 
the optimal 7 is equivalent to the BLUE of (2.89) because the R2 and R) in (2.87) are equal 
to one and the optimal 7 is 
7 vfe> 
V(ij) + V(/it,)-
2.3.4 Model based design consistent regression estimator 
In Section 2.3.1, we introduced the regression estimator of the finite population mean un­
der the normal regression model and simple random nonreplacement sampling. The vector of 
regression coefficients and associated estimator that is conditionally optimal under the model 
were constructed. 
In this section, we consider the estimation problem when the model estimator that is con­
ditionally best, given X, is not a design consistent estimator. We show how to construct an 
estimator that is conditionally best under the model, subject to the condition that the estimator 
satisfies a condition for design consistency. 
Assume a superpopulation model for the data. Assume also that the sample is an unequal 
probability sample or (and) the specified error covariance structure is not a multiple of the 
identity matrix. Write the model for the population in matrix notation as 
y 1- = Xtr/3 + et-. (2.90) 
etr ~ (0. sec£.-r) . 
where yr = [ y t .  •  •  •  ,  y s ) '  ,eL- = - ,e.v)', and Xr = (x^. • • • . x'v)z. 
The model for a sample of n observations is 
Y a = XA/3 + eA , 
(2.91) 
e ~ (0, £eeAA) , 
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6 = a -i 
where yA = (yi.— ,y„)' , eA = (ct, — ,en)' , XA = (x'v--- ,x'n)' , and we index the 
sample elements by 1.2. - • . n. The unknown finite population mean is 
y.v = xlV/3 + c.v . (2.92) 
It follows that, under the model, the best linear conditionally unbiased predictor of 9\ = y.v, 
conditional on XA, is 
^ Di + (-V — n)xN_n/3 + J'v_nSeeÂASee^A ^yA — XA/îj 
-I€A (2.93) 
where 
î  = (XAS7 e A AXA)~ l  X;S-! ,AyA  .  (2.94) 
x.v—n = (A' - n)-l(.VxlV - nx„) . 
S«ÂA = E{ese'J . 
e* = (en+ir • • • • e.v)'. 
J,v-„ is an V — n dimensional column vector of ones, and .4 is the set of elements in U that 
are not in A. Royal1 (1976) derived the best linear conditionally unbiased predictor for the 
population total. 
In order for the estimator (2.93) to be design consistent, the design probabilities, the matrix 
Eeecrr and the matrix Xc- must meet conditions given in Theorem 2.9. 
Theorem 2.9. Let the superpopulation model be given by (2.90). Assume a sequence of 
populations, designs and estimators such that 
[(y»r.x„r)  -  (yx.Xv)l  I Fs  =.Y~ l  j^-r 'Cy^x,)  -  (Ty . .v .T r . .v) |  Fx 
—Op(n s a)  . (2.95) 
where the x, are the inclusion probabilities, {T y _ y .  Tr,,v) is the total of (y,x) for the iV-th 
population and a > 0. Let 0 be defined by (2.94) and let {/3A-} be a sequence such that 
(/9-/3jV)|^v = Op(n-°). (2.96) 
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Assume there is a sequence {7lV} such that 
XA7X = EeeAALr , (2.97) 
where L- = (-fl. • • - .-~1)', for every sample from that is possible under the design. 
Then 
(x.v/3 - y.v) | JFV = O p ( n ~ " )  . (2.98) 
If, in addition 
XAi/v = SeeAAJ + EeeAAJ;v—n . (2.99) 
where J is a n-dimensional column vector of ones, for a sequence {f/_v} and all possible 
samples, then 0 of (2.93) satisfies 
(tf-£v) |J:v = Op(n-11). (2.100) 
Assume there is a sequence {C.v} such that 
XAC.v = E«aa (L- — J) — SeeAÂJ.V-n • (2.101) 
for every sample from L'y that is possible under the design. Then 9 of (2.93) is expressible as 
0  =  Û H T  + -V - I (A r  -  n) (x .v -n  -  Xc) yd (2.102) 
= y HT + (x.v — X*r) 3 • 
and 
( è - y K )  | F N  =  O p { n ~ a )  , (2.103) 
where 
Xc = (;V - n ) ~ l  ^ 2 (TTf1 - 1) X, . 
«6A 
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Proof. The sufficient condition for the estimator to be design consistent given in Theorem 
2.7 is that 
p  lim ( y x  — x.v/3v | ^ v) = 0 . (2.104) 
t\-¥ OO 
By assumption (2.95) and (2.96), a sufficient condition for (2.104) is 
p lim ( y H T  -  x H T j 3  | JFV) = 0 . (2.105) jV —>00 X / 
A sufficient condition for (2.105) is 
n 
£ (yt -xt/9j TTf1 = 0. (2.106) 
1=1 
for all A with positive probability. By the properties of the generalized least square estimator 
of (2.94), 
(y,-xj)'s-laax, = 0. 
for every XA such that XA'E~AAXa is nonsingular. Therefore, if there is a 7 v such that 
*^eeaa^a7.v = l- . 
condition (2.106) is satisfied. By assumptions (2.95), (2.96) and (2.97), 
— y.v = (x.v — xHT) /3 + (PHT — y.v) — (Y HT — X-HTÂ^) 
— (x.v — XtfT) /3,v + (y HT — y.v) + (XN — x.HT) 
= O p ( n ~ a )  .  ( 2 - 1 0 7 )  
If (2.99) is satisfied, 
9  = [:YxlV/3 + (J'SeeAA + J:V-„SeeÂA) 2;AA ( y A  -  XAJL)] 
L \ yj (2.108) 
= xjv3 • 
The result (2.100) follows from (2.107) and (2.108). 
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If (2.101) is satisfied, 
o = A-1 (y.A - x,3)'£-l^x,c.v 
= A'-1 (y, - Xj)' [(L- - J) - S:j;eeSeeAXJ,v_n] 
= A"l( Ar - n )  (yc- w) - (yA - X j ) '  E^E^-Tv-n . 
It follows that 9 of (2.93) is 
à = A"1 U i  + (A — n ) y c  + (A —  n )  (x.v_n — xc) /3 
he A 
= U HT + N ~ l ( N  - n) (xlV_n - Xc) 3 
— !JHT "h ( X.v Xt/u ) /3 • 
The error in the predictor is Op(n^) by assumptions (2.95) and (2.96). • 
Theorem 2.9 gives conditions under which the best linear unbiased predictor is design 
consistent. Especially, if (2.101) is satisfied, the resulting model based design consistent esti­
mator is the regression estimator with the coefficient estimated by the generalized least squares 
estimator. Theorem 2.9 also gives a way of constructing the model based design consistent 
estimator as will be discussed. 
Montanari (1987) introduced the general QR-predictor, an extension of Wright (1983), 
and gave conditions under which the general QR-predictor is asymptotically design unbiased 
(ADU). Wright (1983) defined the estimator 9 for the population mean of y, y.v, to be ADU if 
and only if ys — E {fl|.7\v} approaches to zero as sample size increases. He also mentioned 
that his emphasis on asymptotic design unbiasedness is arbitrary and can be replaced by design 
consistency. The general QR-predictor is 
£/qr = xlV/3 + A' 1 ^2 ri (vi — x'@) ' (2.109) 
t€A 
where 
y3 = (X'AQXA)-lX'AQyA, 
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Q is n x n matrix whose (z'.j)-th element denoted by and r.'s are nonnegative constants. 
Assume qtJ and r, have been specified. Conditions under which the estimator (2.109) is design 
consistent are 
p lim 0 = Bjv (2.110) jV—foo 
and 
C 6 C(WXtr) , (2.111) 
where 
Bx = (x;wx,)_1 X'L.WyL. . 
c = (ci, • • • .cv)'. 
c, = 1 — r,x, . 
W is an .V x V symmetric matrix whose (i.j)-th entry is q t Jtt,andC(fi) is the space spanned 
by the columns of the matrix ft. Hence, conditions (2.110) and (2.111) are conditions on XL-, 
Q, r, , -, and the second order inclusion probabilities for elements in the population. Note that 
if Q is diagonal then W is diagonal. 
In element sampling designs, the superpopulation model (2.90) with a diagonal covariance 
matrix, Eect-t- = diag(<rf.- - .<r;,), is commonly used. It is also often assumed that the 
variance erf is proportional to one of auxiliary variables. In this case, the best linear unbiased 
predictor, x.v/3, where /3 was defined in (2.94), is design consistent if the design satisfies the 
condition (2.97). To investigate this, assume the superpopulation model (2.90) with covariance 
matrix SeePF = diag(o%. . <r^), where of = x,A for a fixed vector A. Then, by the result 
of weighted least squares, 
0 = (yA-Xj)-S-'AAXA 
= (y. - X./3) ' E-'aaXaA (2.112) 
=  ( y A - X j ) ' j .  
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and the best linear conditionally unbiased predictor (2.93) of the population mean is xNji3 
due to the independence of e£s. If the sample is selected by an unequal probability sampling 
design in which the inclusion probability is proportional to a, then xN/3 is a design consistent 
estimator because condition (2.97) is satisfied. 
For two-stage or multiple stage samples, the covariance matrix of the error is more com­
plicated than the diagonal matrix because of the structure of the sampling design. Assume a 
population whose elements are arranged in N clusters, and whose z-th cluster contains A/, el­
ements. A sample. A, of n clusters is selected from Ar. Then from the Mi elements in selected 
cluster i, a sample A, of size m, is selected. Let ytJ be the value of the study variable for the 
j-th element in cluster i. A model for observation ytJ is 
yij = x,;/3 + Uij. 
U i j  = bi + e,j . 
6, ~ //(O.of) . 
etJ ~ //(0.<r;) . 
(2.113) 
where etJ is independent of bk for all i.j and k .  With the model (2.113), the population error 
covariance matrix is block diagonal with X blocks where the z'-th block is an A/, x .1/, matrix 
Sueetrt; — \f, • (2.114) 
To investigate condition (2.101) for two-stage cluster sampling, assume a sample of clus­
ters is selected by an unequal probability sampling design with inclusion probabilities and 
assume a simple random nonreplacement sample is selected from each selected cluster with 
probability /, = A/f'm,. Under the prescribed design and model, the S«.4.4J in (2.101) is 
e, 1*1 m — 
[a2e + miof )Jm, 
(of + mnal)jmn 
(2.115) 
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where m. = £"=1 m; and Jm, is a column of ones with length m,. And the £«AAJ;v_n in 
(2.101) is 
eccaâja/.—m. — ^ecaâ ' 0 
J/ 
i l l  
= 2l*j / 
of Jm, J'Wi _m t JA/, _m t 
(.V/t — mt )Jm[ 
(2.116) 
= <TL 
( -V/FI ^N)JMN 
where J/ and J/v are columns of ones with length — mt) and 2Z*Ln+l M, respec­
tively and E«AA is a block diagonal matrix with blocks 
J — r n ,  •  '  —  I . * " "  . / Î .  
And 5«AAL- is 
V T — 
ei teeaa^l 
v a 
-'nnccAA<ln 
where 
and 
("i/t) (<r; + ml<Tj)Jmi 
(~n/n) l(°"e + )Jm„ 
eiteeaa — <teimt + (7^jm,jmf . 
(2.117) 
a, = (fff/i) l{<rl + mt-cr^)Jmt . 
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By (2.115), (2.116) and (2.117), condition (2.101) is 
{("i/i)-1 (<T- + m^l) - (of + A/tof)}Jmi 
€  C ( X A )  .  (2.118) 
{(ffn/n) 1 (<t; + mnof) - (<r* + A/„of)} Jm 
By the Theorem 2.10, if the condition (2.118) is satisfied, the best linear unbiased predictor 
for the population mean is also design consistent. 
Now consider the condition given by Montanari (1987) under the specified design and 
model. The best conditionally unbiased predictor of (2.93) can be formulated as a QR-
predictor of the form (2.109) and the predictor is 
Ô = -V"1 jxIV/3 + .V-V (y, - XA/3)] . (2.119) 
where 
r = (J + ECCAAEeeAÂJ;V-n) : =  ( r l? '"" - rn) • 
Under the specified model and design, r is 
(of 4- + .l/Lof )Jm, 
r = 
and W of (2.111) is 
where 
(of + mnof ) V; + .l/„(76j)jm„ 
W = blockdiag( Wlt. - - . W.v.v).  
(2.120) 
(2.121) 
W,, = 
<re 2 ~ i f i  [1 — (of + m.of ) lof] for diagonal elements 
— [of(A/, — l)(of + m,of)]-1 [-,/,(m,- — l)of] for off-diagonal elements 
By (2.120) and (2.121), condition (2.111) is 
{(-i/i)-1 (<?f + mi°f ) ~ (of + Mxal)} JiUl 
W c = 
{(-n/n) 1 (of + mnof) - {al + JiWn 
€ C(XP) . 
(2.122) 
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where c was defined in (2.111). Although condition (2.101) of Theorem 2.10 and condition 
(2.111) given by Montanari are equivalent under the specified design and model, the equiva­
lence of the two conditions does not generally hold. 
By (2.105), the requirement for design consistency is essentially a requirement that the 
estimated regression function pass through the design consistent estimator of the population 
mean vector. We can not expect condition (2.97) to hold for every y in a general purpose survey 
because will be different for different y's. Given model (2.91) we choose the weights a\ 
to give small model variance for a particular £ee subject to constraints that guarantee design 
consistency for any y-characteristic. 
To force the regression through the design consistent estimator (xi,-. y-), we compute the 
regression of y - y- on xi — Xi,-. The transformed regression model (2.91) can be written 
(I - Ja')yA = (I - Ja')XlA/3t + (I - Ja')eA . (2.123) 
where XlA = (x'ul. • • • .x'Un)', a = (at. • • • .an)', a, = (^,jSA ~f1'1 is the identity 
matrix, and J is the column vector of ones. Then the estimated regression equation is 
ù i  = yr + (XU - .  (2.124) 
where (y-.x^-) = 53,6A <z,(y,.xi.,) and /3t is to be determined. Hence, the regression esti­
mator of the mean is expressed as 
U r e g  = ^ u-'i y, =: ^(a, + b { )  y, , (2.125) 
I€A IEA 
where 6, is to be determined. If the estimator is to be location invariant we require w, = 
1 or equivalently, 
6i = 0 . (2.126) 
I€A 
The restriction that 4 tv.xi., = xl-x becomes 
53 6i(xl.i - *l.r) = Xl.x - Xi., . (2.127) 
i € A  
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To simplify the expressions, let 
b = (61, • • • .&n)\ 
z; — ( 1 • xi,,' xiir-) , 
zc — (0, xi.jv xi,j-) , 
and ZA = { z [  •  • • . z'n)'. Then the 6; that gives the minimum variance of the added term 
yVe 4 6t f/£ is obtained by minimizing the Lagrangian 
b'S«AAb + V A, ( Y 6,z„ - =CJ) (2.128) 
j= i  \ i= t  /  
with respect to b. The solution vector is 
b' = ZC (Z'AS-'AAZa)-1 Z'AS-'1A . (2.129) 
Thus, the regression estimator (2.125) with b of (2.129) is 
Sr., = (a + b)'y„ (2.130) 
= j/r ~f~ (xt,.v xi,-)/3j • 
where /3t is the second component of 
( j o . f r ) '  =  (Z'AS-'AAZA)-' Z'AS-'AAyA . (2.131) 
We can derive the vector b of (2.129) alternatively. Under the model (2.123), the regression 
estimator of the mean is expressed as 
Ûre3 = w'y =: {a + (I - aJ')b}'yA • (2.132) 
where b is to be determined. Let 
ZA = (I-Ja')XtA 
and 
zc — (xi,av xi,r) . 
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The restriction that w'ZA = zc becomes 
b'ZA = zc. (2.133) 
The b of the regression estimator that minimizes the variance of an estimator for (31 is obtained 
by minimizing the Lagrangian 
b'SeeAAb + (b'ZA - zc)A. (2.134) 
with respect to b, where A = ( At. • • • , Ap)' and 
S e e A A=(I-Ja')£ e e A A (I-Ja') \  
If we differentiate (2.134) with respect to b and A and set the result equal to zero, we obtain 
the linear system 
or equivalently 
seeAA ZA b 0 
0 A 5_ 
(I — Ja')ÈeeAA ZA (I - aJ')b 
Z'A 0 A 
(2.135) 
0 
K 
(2.136) 
Because the matrix (I - aJ'.O) is in the row space of the coefficient matrix in (2.135), that is, 
the linear system 
V Z*eeAA ZA 
1 
I - J a  
. 
Z; 
0 Q2 0 
(in Qi . Q2) is consistent, see Harville (1995, section 7), the value (I — aJ')b is the same 
for every solution of (2.135). See Harville (1995, section 11). Therefore, for any solution to 
the linear system (2.135), we obtain the regression estimator of (2.132). If we apply the b of 
(2.129) for (I — aJ')b in (2.136), the linear system of (2.136) is satisfied with 
A = [2'AK:,,2A - Z'A£-'„AJ (J'S-'aaJ)J'S-'AAZ. 
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Also, the estimator (2.132) defined by the solution of the linear system (2.135) is identically 
equal to the estimator (2.125) defined by b of (2.129), because (I — aJ')b is unique. By 
forcing the regression through the design consistent estimator, we have constructed the design 
consistent regression estimator (2.125), equivalently (2.132). We also have derived the optimal 
b used to define the regression estimator that minimizes the variance of an estimator /3t under 
the model (2.123). 
In constructing the regression estimator (2.125), we obtained design consistency by forcing 
the regression line through the design consistent estimator of the population mean. We can 
also construct a design consistent estimator by adding a vector satisfying (2.97) to the XA 
matrix if the original matrix XA does not satisfy (2.97). 
To describe this approach, let z denote the added variable, where z' = (rt. • • • . rn)z satis­
fies 
z = £eeAALP . (2.137) 
Define the vector of deviations 
z., = z - XA(X'4S-,1AXA)-1X'<S-'AAz . (2.138) 
where XA is the original matrix of auxiliary variables with known population mean vector, 
xlV. Under this approach our postulated model for the sample is 
yA =ZiA/3„.Zl +eA . 
(2.139) 
eA ~ (O.SeeAA) . 
where 
ZiA = (zj . XA). 
There are two possible situations associated with this approach. In the first, the population 
mean of the added variable, fd N, is known. In this case, the resulting estimator 
9reg  =  Zl ,jv3y,Zt • (2.140) 
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where 
Zl,.v = (-d,.v ? X.v) . 
and 
à,.* = • 
is the best linear, conditionally unbiased predictor under the model (2.139). The type of infor­
mation required to calculate the regression estimator (2.140) depends on the sampling design 
and SeeAA- Table 2.1 shows the information needed to calculate the regression estimator for 
each combination of the design and the covariance matrix for element designs. If £eeAA is 
known and if an equal probability sample is selected, then the regression estimator (2.140) is 
calculable. 
Table 2.1 Information needed to calculate the design consistent regression estima­
tor 
Cases Sufficient information for 
calculating (2.140) 
-,s are same 
c
 II 
•-
> b~ II M 
£« = diag{o\,} . j  = 1.  • •  •  .n  IZjec a j j  
£«e = *2l <7 ~ .  X 
-,s are different 
£« = {ctj} . .n E„er a iJ~j  1 
c
 II £ 
II W E j€c -<wl  
£ee = CT-l 
If the population mean of the added variable is not known, the part of the mean of the 
added variable that is orthogonal, in the estimation metric, to the variables with known means 
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can be estimated with the design consistent estimator. A design consistent estimator of Zj,.v is 
= fz-."1) E • (2.141) 
X «€A / i£A 
Then a regression estimator of the population mean of y is 
Qreg ~  {=d,7rr^-y)0y,Zi  ' (2.142) 
where /3y Zl is of (2.140). The regression estimator (2.142) has the form of (2.32). For the 
estimator to be location invariant, we assume the first element of x, is identically equal to one 
and denote the matrix XA by (Jn.XiA). 
Theorem 2.10. Let a regression estimator be defined by (2.142), where /3y Zl is given by 
(2.140). Then 
y r e 9  = y* + (xN - xr)/â„.x . (2.143) 
where _ 
(5r.X„) = ( 53".'1 ) 53"'-l(y,'-Xl) • 
X i€A / t€A 
and 
d„..v = (K2ZLXA)-'X'AE-'AAyA . 
Also, the vector of weights used to define the regression estimator (2.143), 
w = a' + (x, - x») (X'A£~lAAXA)~l X'AE-lAA . (2.144) 
where a = (at. • - • . a„)' and a, = "j1) ~'~1' ^ identically equal to the vector of 
weights defined in (2.130). 
Proof. By construction Z'lAE~lAAZlA is block diagonal with z'd£~AAZd as one block and 
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X\S~aaXa as the other block where ZlA was defined in (2.139). Thus 0yZl is expressed as 
&y .Z, = 
-5y.-d 
(zds™Aa zd )~ l  z j2 -^ a y a  
(XaS7CAAXA)-1 X'AS7EAAY. J 
{L:zd}-l{L;yA - L;Xa (x;b-:4Axa)-1 x;s-lAAyA} 
(x;s-lAAxA)™1 x;s-lAAyA 
because 
= UE-aaL. - L.X, (X'^-^X,)"1 X',L. 
= L'„ {S«„L. - XA (X'aS-'^X,)"1 X'aL„} 
= K {Z - XA (X;E-'aaXA)-' X;S-'1AZ} 
= L'„z,. 
The regression estimator (2.142) is 
dreg  = (-d.r-X,\- )ftyZl 
— 
:d .-fiy,zd + x.v/3j,,vV 
= ^53 "'™l) (Kzd)(VrZd)~l ^53 "™l j } + Xs&yjc 
= j/r + (x.v — -
The matrix ZA that was used to define the vector b on (2.130) is 
Jn • X 
xlA- JnXU. 
1 1 -
xlA J 0 
xj T , 
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where 
1 —*l.r 
0 I 
By using the inverse of a partitioned matrix, the vector b in (2.130) is 
T = 
b = 0 Xi„v — Xi.a 
- x -i -
J'N y- i  
^ccaa 
- - J; 
,  XiA  T > T 
-
*
 
u- i 
0 . Xi.x - Xi.r 
0 . Xi.x - Xi.-
t 
R1  X'AZ 
i 
1 V' v —1 
CCA A 
1 Xi., 
0 I 
-i 
= (*.v - X,) (x:,s-'„x,)-' X'aE-'aa . 
The result follows from (2.130) and (2.144). • 
Thus the regression estimator of the finite population mean based on the model (2.139), 
but with the mean of z unknown and estimated, is the regression estimator with r estimated 
by the generalized least squares regression of y on x using the covariance matrix Eee and is 
equivalent to the estimator defined in (2.125) with the b of (2.129). To estimate the mean of 
y we evaluate the regression function at the "best available" values for the population means 
of the explanatory variables. The deviation z^ is the portion of z that is not predicted by x. 
Hence x and model can not be used to improve the estimated mean of z* and z- is the "best 
available" design consistent estimator of the mean of zj. The estimator (2.142) is conditionally 
model unbiased under the reduced model containing only x if the reduced model is true. If the 
coefficient for z<£ is not zero, the reduced model is not true. Then the estimator is conditionally 
model biased, but the estimator is unconditionally model unbiased for the finite population 
mean because 
E {£ [&r + (x.v - X .*)PSJC I (z.X)] I =£ {[xrPyje + -d.rPy,;d + (x* - xT)0yjr] | F) 
+ xlV/3y x • (2.145) 
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where the approximation is due to the use of the ratio estimator z<i,T defined on (2.141). 
To investigate the properties of the estimator (2.142) in a special case, consider the model 
wi th  a  s ingle  x ,  
yA = xa/3 + eA , 
(2.146) 
eA ~ (OrSeeAA) • 
where xA = (zt. • • • . x„)' and SeeAA = diag(xi. - • • . xn). If an unequal probability sample is 
selected with inclusion probabilities then the regression estimator (2.142) is 
y r e 3  = y* + (i.v - z,)^-
Zn (2.147) 
- yn . ( _ _ y-n \ 
= is-—i- ( y* — x~— i . 
xn \  XnJ 
Note that (2.147) is not the conventional ratio estimator. 
Sratio = • (2.148) 
See Sâmdal et al. (1991, Sec 7.3). The second equation of (2.147) is similar to the estimator 
due to Pasqual (1961) in which he proposed an unbiased ratio estimator. If the inclusion 
probability is proportional to x and the model (2.146) holds, then the regression estimator 
(2.142) for the population total of y is 
T y . r e g  = T y .  + (r, - rr,)|=. 
=(5")£te 
•  7 î 5 v m i /  +  
= T rR .  
r
-S"J£v«. yn Tn (2.149) 
where 
{Ty,*.T r .r)  — ^ " ~j l{yi-! x i )  •  
i€A 
n  X;  
and 
1 Vi 
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For this model, the model regression estimator reduces to the Horvitz-Thompson estimator. 
The estimator (2.149) is sometimes called the mean-of-ratios estimator. See Cassel et al. 
(1977) and Mickey (1959). 
2.3.5 Mixed model regression estimation 
In Section 2.3.2, we considered the problem of modifying the regression weights to avoid 
extreme (or negative) weights. The regression estimator (2.71) defined by the set of weights 
that minimizes the function (2.59) with restriction (2.60) is optimal under a certain model. To 
see this, consider the mixed-effects model 
where /32 ~ (0. $22), e ~ (0.*), * = diag(ou, • • • .o„„) andX = (X0,X2) is defined in 
(2.60). See Lazzeroni and Little ( 1998) for the use of random effect models for post stratifica­
tion. The proof of Theorem 2.11 is a proof of the assertion that the estimator yrreg defined in 
(2.71) is the best linear conditionally unbiased predictor for the population mean of y under 
the mixed model. See also Robinson (1991). 
Theorem 2.11. Consider the model (2.150). Assume that there exists a column vector Ci such 
that 
where a is a vector of initial weights. Let y r r eg = w'y, where w is the vector of weights that 
minimizes 
y = X(3 + e = XOj30 + X2/32 + e . (2.150) 
= XQCI 
(w — a)'<Ê( w — a) + (w'Xo — X2..V)22(w'Xo — X2..v)' - (2.151) 
subject to 
w'Xo - Xo.,v = 0 , (2.152) 
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where x.v = (x0,.v , x2,.v) is the population mean of x. Then the regression estimator 
Vrreg  =  w 'y  
— y-r "f" (x.v xj-)s . 
is the best linear conditionally unbiased predictor of x,v/3, where 
à = hj^x'* y , 
(2.153) 
= 
0 . 0 
0 
(yr.xr) = a'(y.X) and Hx*r = X $ lX + 
Proof. Under the restriction (2.152), the objective function (2.151) is 
w'$w - 2w'<fca + a'$a + (w'X2 — x2,.v)t$r22(w'X2 — x2,.v)z 
= w'$w - 2w'X0c1 + a'$a + (w'X2 — x2,.v) ^ 22(^X2 - x2„v)' 
= w $w - 2x0..vCl + a'ta + (w'X2 - x2..v)9>22(w'X2 - x2..v)' 
= w'$w + (w'X2 - x2,n)^22(w'X2 - X2..v)' + Ci . 
where Ct = a'$a — 2x0..VCI, is a constant that is independent of w. The conditional expec­
tation of the error of a linear predictor w'y under the model is 
E{(w'y - x0..v/30 - X2„V/32)|X} = w'X0y30 - x0..V/30 . 
Thus, the sufficient and necessary condition for w'y to be unbiased for the population mean 
of y is 
w'Xo - x0..v = 0 . 
which is equivalent to (2.152). Under the condition (2.152), the conditional variance of a 
linear estimator is 
V{(w'y - x0..v/30 - X2,.V/32)|X> = w$w + (w'X2 - X2,X)^22(w'X2 - x2,.v)'. 
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Thus, minimizing the objective function (2.151) subject to (2.152) is equivalent to minimizing 
the conditional variance of a linear predictor under the restriction for a linear estimator to be 
conditionally unbiased. • 
Now consider the problem of estimating the variance of the estimator yr r e g  assuming $ 
and *22 to be known. The error in 8 as an estimator of /3 is 
0-(3 = H;'X'*- ly-(3 
(2.154) = [X'*"l(X/3 + e) -
= H;Jr [X'*"le - *t/3] . 
where Hx*r and are defined in (2.153). The error in the estimator y r r e 3  is 
yrreg ~ </.v ~ I/.V + (X.v — X*)0 
-y-  ~ y.v + (x,v — X t)/3 + (x,v — X r)(0 — /3)  
=eV - ë.v + (x.v - x-)H^rX'$~le - (x.v - . (1155> 
where e; = yi — x*/3 and 
9X(3 = 
r'tr"' 
0 
*22 @2 
For a fixed population and a fixed Hr#r, (x.v - x-)H~^x is a random variable with 
v {h;^(xx - x.)' | F) = H;^v {xr | jf> H=: . (2.156) 
Assume X and $22 satisfy the conditions in Theorem 2.8 so that n-1Hr*r is converging to a 
fixed matrix. Therefore the sample Hr*r and the sample estimator of V {xr | J"} can be used 
to construct an estimator of Qi£, denoted by Ù±±. Assume that firx and Û£r are invertible. 
Let Q be a nonsingular matrix such that 
q$ q = 0 . 0 
0 , I 
=: G* (2.157) 
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and 
Q nslQ —: D;: . (2.158) 
where D-- is a diagonal matrix. Define the matrix Z and the parameter vector 7  as Z = XQ 
and 7 = Q~l/3. Then we write the mixed model (2.150) as 
y = Z7 + e 
and the error in the estimator defined in (2.155) becomes 
(2.159) 
Ûrreg  ~  =ër ~ Cy + (X.v " Xr)H^rX'*"le - (XiV " 
=ëff - 6.v + (x,v - x.)H;irX'#-le - (xiV - x^QQ-'H^Q'-'Q ^ QQ"1^ 
=e\ - e'N + (x.v - xr)H^rX'^-le - (z.v - z.)H"lG«7 • (2160) 
where 
H_-_- = Z'*"lZ-rG* . 
For a fixed finite population the vector e and the vector 7  are fixed. Write the last term of 
(2.160) as c;G*7, where c= = (cz,t.- • • . c.p) = (zx - z-)Hr.1. Then the design variance of 
C;G*7 is 
E 5 3 )  * I= £ 7'2y {£=.»w • 
/ i <=/+! 
(2.161) 
because the design variance of c-, 
V {Hr .'(z.v - =v  {q- 'H;^Q'- 'Q '(x,v - x,)'|^} 
=Q-1v{H^,(xx-x,) ' |^}q '-1  
= (Q'ngq)-' 
=d« 
is a diagonal matrix. 
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The conditional model variance of c-G«7 is 
E < ( 53 W'-i)  X1 = H c,e{7«2} -
\«=/+l / J :=/+! 
(2.162) 
by (2.157). It follows that cl fjf is an estimator of both conditional expectations. 
To implement an estimator we must use estimators of the limit values of n-lHx*x and use 
estimators of 7f. An estimator of the design variance of yrre3 is 
V = V"; + £ • (2.163) 
i= l  +1  
where V't is a design variance estimator of £"=l 7, is an estimator of 7,, wx = 
(u7x-l. •  •  •  .  iv I % nY = at + (x.v - xr)Hj^xX'$_l and e,- = yi  - x£ (X'#~lX) X'<fr~ly. The 
matrix Q that satisfies (2.157) and (2.158) with fixx can be used to define cr.: and H» 
Given a matrix Q, we can use the generalized least square estimator 
7=  (Z'* - l Z)" l Z'*- l y  
as an estimator of 7 .  The error of 7  in estimating 7  is 
7 - 7  = (Z'*-lZ)"1 Z$-' (y - Z7)  
= (Z'^-'Z)"1^"^ (2.164) 
=: Qre . 
where Q. = (Z'#_IZ) 1 Z'#~l is a p x  n matrix. Under the assumption that e and 7  are 
independent and that the e, are independent (0. of) random variables, the expected value of 72 
is 
E{7?}=E{v}+Ed,jE{=j} • 
j -1  
where çr,tJ is the { i .  j)-th element of Q:. By adjusting the variance estimator defined in (2.163) 
we can get an approximately unbiased variance estimator 
p  «  
(2.165) 
t'=Z+l J=l i=/+l 
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where V i, c;j and ê, are defined in (2.163). 
To investigate the variance estimator defined in (2.165), we use the mixed effect model for 
post-stratification. We consider the mixed effect model defined in (2.150) with *22 = Ojl. We 
constructed three pairs of equal sized post-strata and selected 30,000 simple random samples 
of size 30. Let PA_, . j = 1, - - - .6 be a set of elements in sample post-stratum j and let 
Ah = PA2h-i U PA2h . A = 1.2,3 be the pair of sample post-strata PA2a-i and PA2h. The 
matrix X we consider is 
Xq = (x0l. . x0n) , 
Xuj = (ZojIT x0j2- XQjz) • 
1 if; 6 Ah .  
0 otherwise. 
ÏQjh = ' 
*2]h = 
X2 = (Xj!.-- - .X'2n)' . 
X2j = (•r2jl. x2j2' x2j3) ' 
1 if j 6 Ah and j  E PA2h-i  • 
— 1 if j 6 Ah and j  6 PA2h .  
0 otherwise. 
The vector of stratum population means of x is x.v = (3-1.3~l. 3-1.0.0.0). For simulation 
of the random model, we consider two scenarios, homogeneous and heterogeneous variance 
for e: . For each case, we consider three distributions for the {/-variables. For the homogeneous 
variance for et, 
yu = X2/32-i 4- e , 1 = 1,2,3 , (2.166) 
where e ~ Ar(0 , I), /32-1 ~ jV(0 , 3"lI), &2A ~ IV(0 ,1) and /32-3 ~ ;V(0 , 31). Under 
the random effects model, we consider the problem of estimating the expected value of the 
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estimator defined in (2.153) averaging over the sample and population. For the heterogeneous 
variance for et, 
y2,t = X2/32,i + e2 , z = 1.2,3 , (2.167) 
where 02 l  is defined in (2.166), e2 ~ (0, $22), $22 = diag(p„ . i  = 1. • • • . 30) and 
% if i  € A i , 
O" = 1 if f € A2 . • 
4 if z 6 A3 . 
Using the random effects model defined in (2.166) and (2.167), we consider the stratum effects 
as fixed effects that are set to zero. Within each stratum, the post-strata effects are random 
with a common mean and variance. Use of the random effects model for poststratification was 
studied by Little (1993) and Lazzeroni and Little (1998). 
We also consider a study variable y3 in which /32 = (7.0.0)' is a fixed vector and 
e ~ V(0 . I). For each of the seven study variables, we consider the yrreg defined in (2.153) 
with = I, $22 = C22I and ti'22 = 100-l.3~l. L.3,100. For the simulation, random com­
ponents f32 and e were generated 30,000 times. That is, each sample of size 30 is a simple 
random sample from the population generated from the random effects model. Table 2.2 
shows the Monte Carlo propert ies  of  the regression est imator  t / r r e g  and variance est imate Va  
defined in (2.165) for the seven y-variables. For each variable, five regression estimators cor­
responding to different  values of  t '22 are considered.  The rows corresponding to M{y r r e g} 
and V{yrreg} are the mean and variance of 30,000 regression estimates, yrreg- Model variance 
for the regression estimator is 
Model Variance = w'(# + X24rX2)w. (2.168) 
where w is defined in (2.153) and $ and $ are the true variance matrices that were used 
to generate the y-values. The row V'{V3} shows the Monte Carlo variance of the variance 
estimator. In all categories of estimators and y variables, Va estimates the true variance well. 
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Table 2.2 Monte Carlo properties of regression estimators for seven variables. 
Population 
ii y 12 y 13 
<7j = 100 
M {j j r reg}  
^ ' { t i r reg}  
Model Variance 
M {Va} 
v{v;> x io" 
(7 j = 3-1 
.V/"{yrr,3} 
^ {i/rrtg} 
Model Variance 
v{v;> x io7 
(tj = 1 
A/{yrrez?} 
V{5rreg> 
Model Variance 
v{V;> x io7 
= 3 
:V {yrrC3> 
^ {yrrr3} 
Model Variance 
M{K} 
V{V;> x 107 
<x| = 100 
M {y r reg\  
\ ' {5r r e g }  
Model Variance 
M{Va} 
V{Va} x  107  
0.0002859 
0.0392402 
0.0397004 
0.0396398 
0.0637317 
-0.0000319 
0.0360016 
0.0362184 
0.0362508 
0.0525080 
-0.0001146 
0.0362086 
0.0363972 
0.0364353 
0.0572490 
-0.0001512 
0.0364054 
0.0365850 
0.0366237 
0.0596350 
-0.0001712 
0.0365388 
0.0367143 
0.0367529 
0.0610050 
-0.0013409 
0.0487852 
0.0495771 
0.0493598 
0.1970857 
-0.0014179 
0.0365760 
0.0369622 
0.0369627 
0.0530073 
-0.0014381 
0.0361730 
0.0365174 
0.0365359 
0.0569760 
-0.0014472 
0.0362683 
0.0366004 
0.0366228 
0.0593597 
-0.0014522 
0.0363875 
0.0367143 
0.0367378 
0.0607540 
0.0000974 
0.0799562 
0.0792072 
0.0788373 
1.3913333 
0.0002383 
0.0399514 
0.0391934 
0.0390932 
0.0607743 
0.0002758 
0.0375645 
0.0368783 
0 0368005 
0.0574370 
0.0002921 
0.0372926 
0.0366467 
0.0365735 
0.0595193 
0.0003010 
0.0373362 
0.0367144 
0.0366423 
0.0608940 
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Table 2.2 Continued 
Population 
>21 "22 >2; 3 
crj  = ICO"'  
M{yrreg} 
v
'{5rre3} 
Model Variance 
V { K }  x 107 
<73 = 3-1 
Marres} 
V'{5rre»} 
Model Variance 
.v/{v;> 
v{v;> x io7 
(73 = 1 
.v/{f/rr,5} 
V
'{5rreg} 
Model Variance 
M { K }  
v{v;} x io7 
-0.0002002 
0.0647900 
0.0657980 
0.0655082 
0.2846467 
-0.0004114 
0.0624809 
0.0631407 
0.0629549 
0.3163650 
-0.0004683 
0.0630761 
0.0636930 
0.0635127 
0.3440333 
-0.0005610 
0.0741294 
0.0756747 
0.0754195 
0.4288667 
-0.0004423 
0.0629101 
0.0638844 
0 0638773 
0.3176613 
-0.0004175 
0.0629142 
0.0638133 
0.0638279 
0.3452333 
0.0001711 
0.1065254 
0.1053048 
0.1048750 
1.6702333 
0.0003830 
0.0672681 
0.0661156 
0.0659755 
0.3231603 
0.0004354 
0.0652360 
0.0641741 
0.0640601 
0.3423333 
0.0028748 
0.2778441 
0.2772043 
26.239966 
0.0017598 
0.0543112 
0.0540947 
0.2132690 
0.0014805 
0.0393685 
0.0392899 
0.0621323 
(73 = 3 
-V{t/r reg}  -0.0004936 -0.0004071 0.0004581 0.0013565 
V{yr reS} 0.0634612 0.0632066 0.0651395 0.0369746 
Model Variance 0.0640638 0.0640792 0.0641255 
0.0638836 0.0640989 0.0640177 0.0369603 
v{v;> x io7 0.3577000 0.3593333 0.3557667 0.05931833 
<7j = 100 
Af {SrreJ -0.0005074 -0.0004016 0.0004703 0.0012886 
V {yrrc 3 }  0.0637016 0.0634377 0.0652834 0.0366998 
Model Variance 0.0642974 0.0642975 0.0642975 
M {Va}  0.0641167 0.0643189 0.0641918 0.0367213 
V{V a }  x 107 0.3655333 0.3674667 0.3637000 0.0604420 
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2.4 Calibration estimation 
A calibration estimator uses calibrated weights which are as close as possible, according 
to a given distance measure, to the initial weight a, while also respecting a set of constraints 
defined by the calibration equation. For every distance measure there is a corresponding set 
of calibrated weights and a calibration estimator. One possible distance measure is 
n 
53(u7,- -a£)2a"1 • (2-169) 
i= L 
In all cases we consider the constraints 
n  
Y WiXi = xN . (2.170) 
1=1 
where xN = :V"1 Yl'tLi x>- As we observed in Section 2.3, minimizing the function (2.169) 
subject to (2.170) gives a regression estimator for the population mean of y. We investigate 
the properties of calibration estimators for the population mean of y. Our discussion is based 
on Devi I le and Samdal (1992) in which they investigated calibration estimators corresponding 
to several distance measures. 
Consider distance measures, Gi{w.a),  sharing the following basic features: (1) for ev­
ery fixed Q > 0, Gi{w.a) is a nonnegative, different!able with respect to w, strictly con­
vex function defined on an open interval /,(Q) containing a, (2) 6',(a.a) = 0 and (3) 
gi(w.a) = is continuous and maps from It[a) onto an interval /m,(a) in a one-to-
one fashion. To get a calibration weight tu, according to the given distance measure Gi{w. a), 
we seek the Wi that minimize 
(2.171) 
i€A 
under the constraint (2.170). Let A denote the row vector of Lagrangean multipliers, then 
differentiation of the Lagrangean gives 
gi{wi,CLi) — Axi' = 0 (2.172) 
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And the solution for Wi is 
tu, = QiF,(Axj') (2.173) 
where a,F,() is the inverse mapping of g,(-, a,) that maps /m,(ot) onto /,(at) in an increasing 
fashion. From the assumptions about G,(tu. a,) and y,(iv, a,-), F,(0) = 1 and F/(0) > 0. 
It's necessary to determine A to derive the calibration weight uj,. From (2.170), this is 
possible by solving 
n n 
x'v = U7,Xi' = ^2 Q.FCAXiOXi' 
1=1 1= 1 
or equivalently 
n 
0.4(A) = x'v - x', = ^ û,{Fi(Ax-) - l}x-. (2.174) 
l=i  
where x- = 53"=l Q,X,. For a realized sample A and given distance measure £',(•. •) or F,(-), 
we solve (2.174) for A and the resulting calibration estimator of ys is 
n 
Seal = Qi^(^Xi)2/i • (2.175) 
1=1 
Iteration may be required to solve for A 
Devi lie and Samdal (1992) considered the five distance measures in Table 2.2. The second 
and third columns of Table 2.2 show the five distance measures and the first derivatives of 
corresponding distance measures. The column of w,, a, ) is the second derivative of distance 
measures with respect to Note that ^(A,.A,) = (Ç,Q,)~1 for all 5 distance measure, 
where q~1 is a known positive weight unrelated to a,. The last column gives the inverse of 
<7,( a,- ), a; Fi{ -). In defining distance measures, they considered an individual, known positive 
weight  q~ l ,  unrelated to a,- .  As an example of  q i r  they showed the rat io est imator ,  xNy vx~ l ,  
is derived with ç, = x~l and distance measure 1 in Table 2.2. From Table 2.2, we notice that 
qi9i{wi,cti) = g(ût~Lu.'i), where g(-) is a function of single argument a~lWi, independent of 
z, continuous strictly increasing such that </(!) = 0, and g'(l) = 1 for all 5 cases. The last 
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Table 2.3 Distance measures 
Case Gi{wi,ai)  gi(wi,ai)  
1 (2a,q,) l(wi-ct i)2  qr l(aT lWi-l)  
2 q~ l[wilog(wia~ l)  — Wi + a,-] q~ l log{wia~ l)  
3 2<?r l(V^-\ /57)2  2q-1[ l -(u. ,a-1)- l /2]  
4 l[oilog( wia i  l) - w{ + a,] 
5 { '2w iqi)~ l{ wi  - Q,)2 (2<?,)-l[l - (a- lWi)~2} 
Table 2.3 Continued 
Case F,(u) = F{qiu) 
1 1 + <7«u 
2 {qiWi)-1  exp(qm) 
3 {qïWiy/ûTi)-1  y/âi  (1 — 0.5çiu)-2 
4 (qiwf)~ lQ c  (1 -ç,u)-1 
5 (qiwf)~ laf (1 - 2<7;u)~l/2 
column of the Table 2.2 shows inverse functions of g(-) ,  F {•) .  One thing we find here is that the 
F( qui ) = 1 + ç, u of the first row is an approximation to the last four F( • )s near zero. Thus the 
regression estimator is the first order approximation to calibration estimators corresponding 
to distance measures 2.3,4 and 5. The authors prove, under regularity conditions, that the 
estimator (2.175) is approximated by a form of a regression estimator. 
Fuller (2002, Sec 2.7) gives a result with a different proof than that of Deville and Samdal 
(1992). To derive asymptotic results for calibration estimators, consider the sequence of fi­
nite populations and associated probability samples defined in Section 2.1. To simplify the 
notation, we will suppress the subscript N in n*-. 
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Theorem 2.12. (Fuller, 2002) Let Gi{w, a) be a continuous function that is zero for w = a,  
with second derivative whose inverse is positive and bounded away from zero, with continuous 
third derivative. Let a sequence of populations and sample designs be such that 
E {(x„T - xx)# (x»T - x„) |^jv} =0(n l), (2.176) 
where xHT = 13Li °»x- and a, = <V l. Assume 
x
- ^  < •  = 0(n ) .  (2.177) 
for i  = 1. • • • . n. 
Then the u;, that minimize (2.171) subject to (2.170) satisfy 
W i  =  Q i  + (x,v - X„r) 
1 -1 
- J = l  
(2.178) 
where 
Qii = d
2Gi(ai .aj)  
dw2  (2.179) 
is the second derivative of G,-(a\ a) with respect to w evaluated at (u\a) = (a,.a,). 
Proof. The equations associated with Lagrangian (2.172) are 
gi{wi. ût) — Ax' = 0 . i  = 1. •  •  •  .  n ,  
n 
wiXi—xlV = o. 
(2.180) 
1=1 
where 
Let 
gi(u- .a)  = dGi{w. a) 
dw 
Ci = (Xw ~ XT) X^Xi 
-J=L 
-1 
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where is defined in (2.179). Then 
n 
52(Q< + e,)x, = x.v , 
1=1 
and 
£ i  = Op(n~i)  , (2.181) 
by assumption (2.177) and because x.v—x- = Op{n~i) .  Now the minimum of $3!LI G;(U;,,Q;) 
can be no greater than 53 LI G,(A, + E,.A,). By the continuity of the derivatives of G, and 
(2.181), 
+ e,.Q«) =  52 ^ lg?) 
=Op(n~2)  .  
and 
n 
£|e|3 = 0p(n- i ) .  (2.183) 
I=L 
where e" is between e, and zero, because g,{a t .  a,) = 0 for all i  by assumption and the as­
sumption (2.177).  Because there is  a  set  of  wi sat isfying (2.182),  then —a, = Op(n~i) ,  i  = 
1. - • • . n, 53"=i la'> ~ °il3 = Op{n~i ), and we can expand the objective function about a, to 
obtain 
l=l  t=l  
52 Gi { l V i . O t i )  = 52 5(Q-'Û> )("•'« ~ Qi) 
1 
n 1 
+ 52 - Q«')2 
t=l  "  
+ Op(n" i )  .  
Thus, as n increase, the w t  that minimize 
52 Guiu-'i - Qt )2 + I 52 WiXi ~ Xv ) A 
i=i V i=i y 
converges to the wi that minimize (2.171) subject to (2.170). 
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The defining equation (2.180) expanded about a, to obtain 
g'i(0a,0!i)(wi - ai) + ^g"(a',ai)(wi - a,)2 - x,A' = 0 , 
where a* is between u.% and a,. Multiplying by <z£lx'- and summing over the sample we have 
. .  n n 
(xlV - xHTy 4-^52- Û,)2 - 5]X^1X,A' = 0 . 
"  t=i  
By assumption, g"(-.Q,) is continuous 
Ê (±^ ) x;^1 
Therefore, 
1=1 
i=l  
-1 
vj=t 
—  O p ( l )  .  
-i 
A' = XJ:<Pj/xJ J (x.v - Xffr)' + Op(n 2) 
and 
U'i = Q, + (x4v — x»r) 
LJ=I 
-I 
It follows from the properties of the weights of (2.178) that the associated estimator is a 
form of a regression estimator. 
Theorem 2.13. Let the assumption of Theorem 2.12 hold. Let y be a variable such that 
E{(t/HT ~ y,v)2|^v} = 0(n~ l  )  .  
Then 
where 
Heal = 52 W.T/I = 1/FFT + (x.v - XHT)P$ + Op(n l)  ,  
i=l 
= 
-1 
52 4^/y- • 
j=l 5 .j=i 
Proof. The are given in (2.178). Because the remainder term of (2.178) has moments, 
the sum of products  of  remainder terms and y is  Op(n~ l) .  •  
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Based on the Theorem 2.13, we can derive the asymptotic variance for the calibration 
estimator, 
JV jV 
v{t/coZ} = .\r~2 52 52^ ~ ) c ~r1 ) c 1 ej) 
i=i j—i 
and a variance estimator, 
n n 
v = :v™2 52 52 7ri>1(7ru - ) . 
i=i j=i 
where e, = y, - x,/3 v with /3,v satisfying the normal equation, 
( 52 d»xi'xi ) ^.v = 52 ^*xi'y* ' 
V 1=1 / 1=1 
u.- ,  . /=! .•••  .n.v are cal ibrat ion weights  used to define the cal ibrat ion est imator ,  and ê,  =  
yi - x,/3 with 0 satisfying 
( 52 °»Xi'Xi I 3 = 52 
V 1=1 / 1=1 
The regression estimator is ordinarily justified by a regression relationship between the 
study variable and auxiliary variables. We also showed that under the certain conditions, the 
weights implied by the regression estimator are as close as possible, according to given dis­
tance measure (2.169), to the initial weight while respecting calibration equation (2.170). The 
regression estimator uses the auxiliary information, so that the estimates are efficient under 
the model. However, the individual weights are not always satisfactory. For example, as we 
mentioned in Section 2.3.2, negative regression weights can occur, and in some applications 
negative weights do not make sense. By using alternative distance measures that satisfy a set 
of requirements, we can derive sets of weights which are nonnegative and give a corresponding 
calibration estimator which is asymptotically equivalent to the regression estimator. We ob­
serve that the weights corresponding to distance measures 2,3,4 and 5 of Table 2.2 are always 
nonnegative if they exist. De ville and Samdal (1992) also considered two distance measures 
other than distance measures in Table 2.2 that give calibration weights satisfying a prescribed 
range restriction. Through numerical examples, Singh and Mohl (1996) have studied seven 
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algorithms, including two methods of Devill and Samdal, that produce the calibration weights 
such that the weights are within a prescribed range. 
In some cases, when the distance function is a quadratic, the minimum distance weights 
are the same as the minimum model variance weights. To investigate this, consider the model 
for a sample of size n in (2.91). The best (minimum model variance) linear predictor that is 
unbiased for x.v/3 is ]£?=i !/«> where wb = • • • . wb,n) is the vector of weights that 
minimizes the variance of the linear estimator 
, (2.184) 
subject to the constraints for the unbiasedness of the predictor 
wpC = x„. (2.185) 
where £ee is an n x n positive definite symmetric matrix. Assume that the vector Eeea is in 
the column space of X, that is, there exists a column vector c such that Eeea = Xc, where 
a is the vector of initial weights. Then the vector of weights wa that minimizes the objective 
function 
(w„ - a)'Eee(wa - a) . (2.186) 
subject to the constraints (2.185) is equivalent to the w& that minimizes (2.184) subject to 
(2.185) because the objective function (2.186) can be expressed as 
(wa - a)'Eec(wa - a) =w^S«wa - 2a'Sccwa + a'£eea 
(2.187) 
=w^£ecwa + c, 
where c = —2c'x'v + at'Eeca is independent of wa, by the constraints (2.185). 
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3 Conditional inclusion probabilities and weighted regression estimator 
3.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 2, we have shown that the regression estimator uses the auxiliary information 
efficiently so that the large sample variance of the regression estimator is less than that of the 
Horvitz-Thompson estimator. In this chapter, we consider the problem of incorporating the 
auxiliary information with inclusion probabilities and derive conditional inclusion probabili­
ties. 
In survey sampling theory, conditional inference has been discussed especially in the con­
text of post-stratification. In discussing post-stratification, Holt and Smith (1979) advocate that 
'inference should be made on the achieved sample configuration of the sample post-stratum 
frequency '. They argue for conditional inference after selecting the sample and point out that 
the post-stratified estimator 'offers protection against extreme sample configuration The idea 
of suppressing the conditional bias has been applied to the ratio estimator by Robinson (1987) 
who computes the conditional bias of the ratio estimator under assumptions of normality and 
then corrects the ratio estimator by using an estimator of the conditional bias. Rao (1994) 
has given a general set-up for estimation using auxiliary information and develops estima­
tors of the population total and distribution function with good conditional repeated sampling 
properties, especially with small conditional bias conditioning on a suitable ancillary statistic. 
To apply a conditional bias adjustment requires the existence of auxiliary information that 
allows one to estimate a conditional expectation with respect to an auxiliary statistic. In this 
chapter, we assume that the population is fixed and the probability depends only on the sam­
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pling design. Let 9 be a design-unbiased estimator of a parameter 9 and let the auxiliary 
statistic be 77. Let B | = E (è j 77, — 6 be the conditional bias of 9 given 77. If the 
conditional bias is known, it is possible to construct the adjusted estimator 
g '=g-B(g|77,f)  .  (3.1)  
The variance of 0" is 
V {> I = V {fl I - V {E [0 I 77. JF-] } . (3.2) 
because 
Gov { [0 .  b  (9 i  77. J-)] | j f }  =e | [ e (ô |  n-f)] '  -29E(è | 77.^) + 02j 
= e{E[S| t7^]}2-02  
= v{E[0 | t7,^]} .  
Thus, the variance of the adjusted estimator 9m  will be no greater than that of the original 
estimator 9. The problem with this approach is that the conditional bias must, in general, be 
estimated, and then the benefits gained in decreasing the conditional bias could be affected by 
the instability of the conditional bias estimator. 
A general estimator based on conditional inclusion probabilities was proposed by Tillé 
(1998) who constructed an estimator with a small conditional bias and showed that many 
classical estimators used in sample surveys can be derived from this general estimator. In 
section 3.2, we summarize results about the conditionally unbiased estimator and give some 
applications of the results based on Tillé (1998). In the last section of this chapter, we in­
troduce a weighted regression estimator utilizing conditional inclusion probabilities and show 
that the weighted regression estimator in which the weights are a function of conditional in­
clusion probabilities is asymptotically equivalent to the regression estimator. We shall derive 
the conditional inclusion probabilities under a more general set-up such as unequal probability 
sampling and (or) multiple auxiliary variables. 
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3.2 Conditionally unbiased estimator 
Consider real numbers y, and z, , where y, is the value of the variable of interest for the z-th 
unit and x, is the value of the auxiliary variable x for the z-th unit. The values i, are assumed 
known for all z = 1. - • A - Let q = q(xi, .xn) be a statistic. Since the population 
is finite, the statistic rj takes a finite number of possible values, denoted by {771, • - • 
Our objective is to estimate the population mean of y, yN, with a conditional bias as small 
as possible, conditioning on q. Define the first order conditional inclusion probabilities to be 
~i\n = E{ |r?} for all z = 1. • • • . N and the conditional joint inclusion probabilities to be 
-ij\v = E{/,/j|r/} for all z. j = 1. • • • . :V . z ^ j, where the indicator variable /, takes the 
value one if unit z is in the sample and zero otherwise. 
Define the simple conditionally weighted (SCW)-estimator as 
S" = irÊ^;- (13) 
See Tillé (1998). The conditional inclusion probabilities are assumed to be calculable for any 
value of q. The conditional bias of the SCW-estimator is 
B (yi„ I q - F )  = E { § \ n  177.^") - giV 
.v 
(3.4) 
1 ' 
= - = °] 
i=l 
where I[ ] is the indicator function given by 
= 0] = < 1 , if 7T,-|„ = 0 
0 , if > 0 . 
A well known result of sampling theory is that a necessary condition for the existence of 
an unbiased estimator of yN is that -, > 0 for all z = 1, - - • , .AT. This result can be applied 
conditionally and thus a necessary condition for the existence of a conditionally unbiased es­
timator for is that > 0 for all z' = 1, -, N and for all possible values of 77. However 
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the conditional inclusion probabilities can take the value zero even if the unconditional in­
clusion probabilities are strictly positive and thus an exactly conditionally unbiased estimator 
generally does not exist. The conditional bias of the SCW-estimator of (3.4) shows that the 
conditional bias only depends on the units having null conditional inclusion probability. 
The SCW-estimator can be criticized because it is not location invariant. A location in­
variant estimator version of the SCW-ratio estimator is 
\1=1 / t=l 
To construct the SCW-estimator, the conditional inclusion probabilities must be evaluated. 
Using Bayes's formula, we obtain 
E{/, I n  =  I k }  =  P{« 6 A I T ]  = %} 
=  " "  
1  
'  1  A }  •  « : = ! . . . . . / V .  
P{9 = 
To compute the conditional inclusion probability, the probability distribution of q uncondi­
tionally and conditionally on the presence of each unit in the sample must be known. In 
the perspective of conditionally weighted estimation, the auxiliary information required is the 
knowledge of the probability distribution of the auxiliary statistic q. In practice, it is far from 
evident how the conditional inclusion probabilities are to be computed. Through the follow­
ing examples, we see that in some cases, conditional inclusion probabilities can be calculated 
exactly; in other cases, approximations must be used. 
3.2.1 Example : Sampling with replacement 
One of the simplest applications of the SCW-estimator occurs in simple random sampling 
with replacement. Consider the following classical problem : m units are drawn with replace­
ment with equal  probabil i t ies  from a populat ion of  size /V.  The result ing sample contains n 
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distinct units. It is known. See Feller (1957 , p92), that 
P(n = r) = 
= A r-m^^A rOm  ,  
where 
Ar0m = A^Uo , 
and A is the difference operator with unit increment, i.e. A = (A — L) and Ax = x + 1. The 
probability generating function of the random variable n is 
P n { t ) = E { t n }  
«V s 
=
Ar-m 52 ( V )rAr°m 
\iVr 
=  ATm( l  + tA) 'vOm  .  
Replacing t  with 1 +1, we get the factorial moment generating function 
F n ( t )  =  N~ m (£  +  tA) N O m  .  
where £ = 1 + A. Utilizing the facts 
at 
= E{n} and 
t=o d t 2  
= E{n(n - 1)} 
t=o 
we obtain 
E{n} = .V-m.V(£ + fA)'v-1AOm|t=o 
= A'-m:V(fV - f-V"l)0m 
= N-m.\r(e" — £'v-l)*mlx=o 
= V 1 -
p y - i r  
iVm 
E{n(n - 1)} = iV"miV(iV - !)(£ + fA)M"2A20m|t=o 
= iV"mAT( /V - l)(£'v - 2£Ar_l + £'v"2)(r 
= AT(AT-l)  x  2QV-l)
m  
,  (N-2Y 
AT" 
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and 
V{n} = E{n2} - {E(n)}2 
= E{n(n — 1)} + E{n} — {E(n)}2 
( iV-l)w  f V  n(-V-2)m  
\ 'm- l  jym- l  \ '2m-2  " 
Now assume the number of distinct units n ,  is used as the auxiliary statistic. Given the 
sample size n, sampling of m with replacement is equivalent to sampling of n without re­
placement, See Konjin (1973). Therefore 
n  
N ' 
for all z' = l. N. The SCW-estimator is 
y  i i  = y £ =  trn yn 
The Horvitz-Thompson estimator based on the unconditional probabilities is 
-i n  
y HT — 
The unconditional variances of the two estimators are 
V{5„ | = E{V[5„ | n, X]} + V{E[y„ | n ,  JT]} 
=  ^ { l i b  5 "  I  " *}+  ^ I  r } 
and 
(/V-l){E(n)P (E(n)}2  
<72 iVE{n} — E{n2} 
:V — 1 
-2 
(E(n)P + 
y l  
{E (n)y :V{n> 
=  ^ L(JL_ _!KLl +  ———V{n> 
N- 1 IE {n} (E(n)}2  J +  {E(n)>= V l n >  '  
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
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where 
The difference between the two variances is 
v{5„t i t) - v{5„ i 7} 
y  
iV- 1 
y 
:V - 1 
Thus, the SCW-estimator of (3.6) has a smaller variance than the Horvitz-Thompson estimator 
in (3.7) if and only if 
This application is interesting. It shows that, even in the case that all the conditional inclusion 
probabilities are larger than zero, the SCW-estimator does not necessarily have a smaller vari­
ance than the Horvitz-Thompson estimator. Indeed, for this example, the Horvitz-Thompson 
estimator has a smaller variance if the population mean is close to zero. This simple result 
shows that it's not possible to determine the best estimation procedure without taking into 
account the relation between the auxiliary statistic and the variable of interest. 
3.2.2 Example : Post-stratification 
Suppose that a simple random sample of size n is drawn without replacement from a 
population of size Ar. The population is assumed to be divided into H post-strata i'h.- h = 
1. • • • . H of size \~h. Let nh denote the sample size for post-stratum h. Since the sample A 
is selected by simple random sampling without replacement, -, = :V~ln . i = 1. • • • .A". Let 
TJ = (nt. • - - . n*) be the conditioning statistic. Note that 
P{n» = r= = n (y 
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where = 0, • • • . min{Ar/,. n} . n h  = n and for i  E t o, 
P{n, - rt. A € A} = S G) ' 
h*o 
For t E Cr0, the conditional inclusion probability conditional on TJ is 
h*a 
n Q  
~ v/ 
The probability of the conditional inclusion probability being greater than zero is 
P{~i|„ > 0} = L - Pr{n a  = 0} 
-err/-) 
(:V - X)H 
a'm 
where 
The SCW-estimator is 
:VH = -V(iV- + 1) . 
= -V 1 53 • (3.8) 
hssl 
nh>° 
where ^ denotes the simple sample mean within the h - t h  stratum. The SCW-estimator of 
(3.8) was studied by Holt and Smith (1979). The SCW-ratio estimator, 
-i 
H 
5] • yr \ j )  — < 
H  Ë  %  /i= I 
"h>° /is i "h>o 
is preferred because it is location invariant, if > 0 . h = L. • . H and it is calibrated on 
the Nh, i.e. if the SCW-ratio estimator is used to estimate iVk, one gets exactly iV^. In practice, 
adjacent strata are collapsed if one stratum is empty. 
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3.2J Example : SCW-estimation and Regression estimation 
Assume that the population mean of an auxiliary variable x is known and denoted by x^. 
Consider the Horvitz-Thompson estimator of x.v given by 
1 n 1 X, 
The aim is to use x H T  as an auxiliary statistic to estimate y s .  In order to construct the SCW-
estimator of y.v, we need an approximation for If xHT takes the value of t, we have by 
Bayes's formula that 
=  t \ i  <5 A} 
" i|xi/T — ' (3.9) P {•? HT — 
In order to compute the conditional inclusion probabilities, It is necessary to know the prob­
ability distribution of xHT unconditionally and conditionally on the presence of each unit in 
the sample. Except for some particular cases, this probability distribution is very complex. 
Therefore we construct an approximation for the conditional inclusion probabilities following 
Tillé (1998). 
It is possible to derive the means and variances of xHT unconditionally and conditionally 
on the presence of each unit in the sample. The unconditional mean of x H T  is 
x.v = E{x*r | F} = A" 1 52 xi (3.10) 
i=i 
and the unconditional design variance is 
.v x 
<j\ = v{x„t i T} = ar-2 53 5>., - • (3.11) 
The conditional mean of x H T  given that element i  is in the sample is 
i.v.(i) = E{xwr I i  E  A. T ]  
:V 
= E < V'-i 
ei j=I 
J#' 
iV 
v 
XjTTi j  
2-
J=I 
— + tt-
' j  a -, 
.  
xi 
Ii = 1. T 
(3.12) 
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and the conditional design variance is 
°i(«) = I i  € A. F} 
= v 
-V 
X j l j  
-
v
" E T 
J = L  j*' 
I i  =  I .  !F  
y-dîu  + N ->YY^-  («a* -  .  
% "j  " 'v  - .  /  £r t r  v *.  /  j#» k*i 
(3.13) 
v ,v 
= v 
since 
"" & 
and 
Cov(/,. 4|A = 1) = ^- ^ • 
~i -, 
where rr,jt is the third order inclusion probability. 
Assume the sample is selected by simple random sampling without replacement, then we 
get 
n  
X  •  ^  
ti( n — 1) n( rz — l)(n — 2) 
'
i j k =  X ( X  - l ) ( X  - 2 )  '  X ( X - l )  
and x H T  = xn. By (3.12) and (3.13), the conditional design expectation given i  € A is 
(:V - n)(xi - x.v) 
x s . { i )  —  4 -
n ( X - l )  (3.14) 
and the conditional variance is 
{ X  -  n ) ( n  -  1 )  
n2(X — 2) 
f  :v(x,-x.y)m 
V ~ V  ( X  — I)2  J (3.15) 
where S 2 X  =  ( X  —  1) 1 (x« — z.v)2- By (3.11), the unconditional variance is 
<*! = (!- , (3.16) 
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where / = Ar l n .  
To derive the SCW-estimator, consider 
z - x a.(xn)  = 
n  (3.17) 
A —i|xn 
If we assume that x n  has a normal distribution unconditionally and conditionally given i  e A, 
then a, (f„) of (3.17) can be expressed as the ratio of two normal density functions. By Bayes's 
formula of (3.9), 
_ /= , n ) — v 
a -,|x„ 
-i 
ri * exP = 1^. (0  e x P 
(xn - z.v)3 
2*1 } (3.18) 
where x v.(,), (l) and erf are defined in (3.14), (3.15) and (3.16). The SCW-estimator is 
y\x„ — _L yi 
~ -
v tr "'i^ t= i 
n 
= 
a*(x") y*  
i=l 
(3.19) 
Tillé (1998) proved that the SCW-estimator defined in (3.19) is approximately equivalent 
to a form of the regression estimator under the normality assumption on the auxiliary vari­
able. We add the result that the SCW-estimator is asymptotically equivalent to the regression 
estimator. 
Theorem 3.1. Assume the sample A is selected by simple random sampling without re­
placement. Let a sequence of populations and sample designs be such that {xn,yn) has a finite 
second moment. Assume that n_l xf > 0 for all n. Assume xn has a normal distribution 
unconditionally and conditionally given i 6 A, then the SCW-estimator of (3.19) is 
y\xn = 2/n + (x.v - Xn) 
iV 
i=i 
-1 
n  1 Y j X i  - J.v)y, 
:=1 
+ Op(n"1) ,  
and 
V\xn — Vreg Op(n ) ,  
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where 
t/r=g = !/n + (Ï.V — X„) 52(x,- - xn)2 
.1 = 1 
-1 
5>. - xn)yi 
.*=1 
(3.20) 
Proof. The a,(xn) of (3.18) can be formulated as 
• (¥•)•• 
x
.v,(i) — z.v 
(xc +7i -2xc7i) 
= Ci exp 
"2^ •hi - 2xc) r.(i) 
where 
and 
The 7, in (3.21) is 
= tTjl(XiV.(0 - X.v) = <7, 1 n(,v_1) 
Xc = <Tjl(xn - X.v) . 
c' = (^f) exp 
7. = - is) 
(x; - x.v) . 
^ t e r 1  
= ( i  - / )=  
n " V — re 
n J A - 1 
|2 A x,- - *.v I2
:V-  1  re& i >x:V 
— X, 
=  0 ( n ~ 5 )  .  
for all / = 1, - - • . V, and the ratio of af (t) to <r| is 
(A ' - re )  ( re -1)  
(AT-2)  re  
= 1 --
n 
2) re2 
D 1 -
Ar 
re 
A -2 
r:v — 
.V (x£ - X.v)2 
A" (x,-
— -Tx)2 A re 
(A* "D 2  J (A"-re) ^ 
(AT—1)*S 2 V  
(re - l)iV2 ( x {  -  x.v)2' 
+ 
= 1 +0(n" 1 )  ,  
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
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for all z = 1, • • • , N. Using x c  = 0P(1) and (3.23), we obtain 
* = (^f)exp 
= 1 +  0 p {n~ l )  ,  
f iâ - (3.24) 
for all i = 1, - , A*. 
By applying the Taylor development for the 7, of (3.21), 
2 
a,(x„) = Ci  -  Ci 7,-  ~Y~ x c  + 
= Ci  
a h ' )  
o 
1-7, ^x e  
'•MO 
(3.25) 
+  ^ (7f) .  
where 
"Kb") = ^  exp ,;-/-(7,"-2xc) 4  -^-(7,*-x c)2- l  l -f.(') 
and 7" is a real value between 7, and zero. By (3.22), (3.23) and (3.24), the 7Z(y '  ) is 
ft(7 n  = O p (n~ l ) .  
for all z = 1. • • • . .V. The SCW-estimator can be formulated as 
1 Q \ r n  = -2- a i ( r n )  y i  
(3.26) 
z = l 
1=1 
n 
1 - 7. r^— x. 
i=l 
1 - -^-a;2(x\i - xlV)(xn - x .v) 
y.  +  ^ ^^(7*)  i/ £  
1=1 
r,(i) 
y i  +  ^ 53^(7*)  yi  
1=1 
1=1 
n 
i—£ 
.V (X; -  X.v)(xn  -  X.v 
[=1 
1 + -s ( X.v - X„) (X, -  X.v) 
y« + -5Z^(i,") y. 
(3.27) 
1=1 
+ 
-53(c'-1) 
1=1 
^ E ^)y, -
i + 4^ 
(x.v - xn) 
:(xi - x.v) 
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By (3.23), there exists a constant Mi such that 
-2 
n - 1 < mi . (3.28) 
for all i and n. So, the first term of (3.27) is 
Qn +  
—î/n "h (x,v in) 
+  ( X . v  —  X n )  
=Vn + (X.v - fn) 
/ \ r l 5jx t -x .v) 2  
r = l  
;\-1 5> - i.v)2 
1 = 1  
.v 
A'-1 - i.v)' 
i=i 
-i 
-i 
-i 
n 1  -  *s)y  
2 -  1 (x,  - i .v)y,  (3?9) 
,=l  x^at i )  /  
n 17>. ~ x *)y j  
t=l 
+  op(n- î ) .  
because 
—— 1 1 (x,  — i .v)y.  
x^.o / 
< 
< 
-1 
A/i 
r.(') 
n 
k« - x.v||yi| 
k, - i.vlly.i 
i=l 
and x.v — xn = Op(n ? ). 
The second term of (3.27) can be formulated as 
1 T/ 1 \ , I (i.v — in) V" 
1 ( i .v-in) 
<y% (ct - 1)^tHx£ - x.v)y; 
'•MO 
1 (i.v - in) 
+ n  
- M*  s r  
By (3.24), for all e > 0, there exists M(l such that 
YS« ~ i) ( i ) (x« - x-v)yi • 
f.(«) 
P{n|<*-l| > Ml} < — , (3.30) 
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for all i and n. The statistic n 1 5ZLi(c« — is 
-  l)y«  =  O p (n~ l )  ,  
because 
1=1 
p{  £(c i - l )» i  
t=l 
> K 
<P {P- - 1| |y,| > Ky\rl 
M} 
1= i 
< t  .  
where I\'y = ma.\i<7<.v [ t/j [. By the same argument as (3.32), 
f ? c -  ~ 1 ) ( x j  ' = 0 A n ~ h  
Using (3.28) and (3.30), we obtain 
P j 1) - lj (x, - i.vliz, >iA/1/V_„/v„.V,1 j 
- Y, lc< - M -T- - 1 l*i - **IM > 2M,K,K,M! } 
"• 
ar.(i) j 
t=l 
<£P { |c ,- l |>^} 
1=1 
<€ . 
where I\T = maxi<;<.v |xv|. Thus, 
1 (x.v-x„) 
n
*-
1  ei i (x . -xv) 2  t r  
— 53(ci - 1) I "T" - 1 I (Xi - x.v)y.- = Op{n z )  
r»*^2 ^ V <rUi) I 
(3.31) 
(3.32) 
(3.33) 
(3.34) 
By (3.31), (3.33) and (3.34), the second term of (3.27) is 
(XjV -x„) 
» tr 
n-4^ (x£ - X*-) Vi  =  Op{n~ )  
(3.35) 
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By (3.26), for all e  >  0, there exists A/2 > 0 such that 
P{n |R(7-)| > M,2} < ^ • 
for all i  and n.  The third term of (3.27) is 
-  ^  %(?")  Vi  =  O p (n~ l )  ,  (3.36) 
1=1 
because 
> A', M; | 
I  t=l 
<p{ÊW7,-)l  Ij/ i l  >  AV-V/fi  
<£p{ro-„- , i>s |  
1=1 ^ ' 
<e . 
The result 
û\±n = yn + (x.v - x„) 
V 
t=l 
-i 
n 1 53(-r. ~ *s)y i  
t=l  
-r O p [n  l )  
(3.37) 
follows from (3.27), (3.29), (3.35) and (3.36). 
The SCW-estimator (3.37) can be formulated 
LEr=i(x ;  -*n)y,-y\£n = yn + (5.V - in)-
+ (l.v ~ In) 
+ Op(n"1)  .  
er=l( x i  -^n) 2  
Under simple random sampling design, 
n .V 
n~ l  (xt- - xn)2 = N~ l  53(xi ~ i.v)2 + Op(n™2) . 
1=1 t=l 
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and 
1 = 1 
n l ^2{x i -x n )y i  =  n  1 - x.v + x,v - x n )y t  
1=1 
n 
= n~ l  53( z '  -  X *)  +  ( x n -  in)y n  
1=1 
n 
= n~ l  53( x '  ~  x v)  +  O p (n"2)  .  
1=1 
Thus, 
The result 
n  l el t (g j -* .v)y« e l t ( j - - j n)y,  _  
-v- 'e i t^ . - iv) 2  er=i( x . - in) 2  
= Op(n 2) . (3.38) 
y\£n  — Un "h (x.v Xn) 53( x '  -  X n) 2  
t=l 
-i 
53 - xn)t/«-
L t=l 
+  O p ( n  l )  
follows from (3.38) and (x v  — x n )  =  O p ( n  ?  ) .  
Theorem 3.1 shows that, to the degree ( t / „ .x n )  is normally distributed, the regression 
estimator is an estimator of the conditional expected value of y given that the finite population 
mean  of  x  i s  x . v .  This  resu l t  can  a l so  be  der ived  d i rec t ly  f rom the  jo in t  normal i ty  o f  (x .  y) .  
In order to compute the SCW-estimator of (3.19), we approximated the conditional inclu­
sion probabilities by, 
7Ti = [.V a,'(x„)]~l n . z = I. • • • . n . (3.39) 
under the assumption that xn has a normal distribution unconditionally and conditionally given 
i € A. If we assume the auxiliary variable is generated by some probability mechanism, 
then we can approximate the conditional inclusion probability conditioning on xn using the 
central limit theorem. To investigate this approach, assume x; ~ iid{/JX-<t2). The conditional 
inclusion probability of the i-th element in the sample conditioning on sample mean of x being 
equal to t is 
~i|x- —p{' e a} 
e a} 
P{xn = t \ i  6 A} 
P{x„ = t }  
P{# — 8  —  n ~ l X {  <  n ~ l [ n  —  l)x(n_!) <  t  +  8  — n~lxt} 
P { t  —  8  <  x n  <  t  +  8 }  " (3.40) 
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where S > 0  is a given constant and x ( n _ t )  is the mean of n  — 1  observations except the z '-th 
observation. 
We can obtain approximate conditional inclusion probabilities for elements in the sam­
ple by utilizing the central limit theorem. Without loss of generality, assume the population 
mean of x, x.v = 0. If we apply Theorem 2.2 to an auxiliary variable x, then we obtain the 
approximate conditional inclusion probability, for ~,|fn of (3.40) as 
7T, = P{z E , (3.41) 
kz \&2)  — Fz[a i )  
where 
< U  =  [ < 7 2 ( l - / ) ] - » n 2 ( f - < f ) .  
a 2  = [*ï ( l - f ) ] -*nHt  +  6) ,  
6U = [ n { n  - l)"1]^! - [<r* ( l  -  f ) ] ~ H n  -  l)"^x, ,  
6U = [n(n - l)"l]^2 - k;(l - f ) ] ~ H n  ~  1)"^,- ,  
and F z { - )  is the standard normal distribution function. For given S  and x t )  the approximate 
inclusion probability for the z'-th element in (3.41) approaches P{z € A} as n —• oc. For given 
x, and sample size n, the tt, of (3.41) approaches 
P{i € A} / , { c [ ( n - l )  in t  — (n  — l)~ iXjj} 
h{cnh}  , -, (342) 
{ n  — 1) îexp{—[2n 2 ( n  —  1)<t2] l [ t  —  n  ^x,]2} 
n  ? exp{—[2n-l<xJ]-42} 
as 5 —• 0, where c = [<72(l — / ) ] ~ 2  and /;{•} is the standard normal density function. 
The approximation in (3.42) ignores the finite population correction factor. Under simple 
random sampling, the estimated conditional inclusion probability of (3.42) is equivalent to the 
estimated conditional inclusion probability used to define the SCW-estimator of (3.19). 
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3.3 Weighted regression estimator using conditional inclusion probabili­
ties 
We introduced conditional inclusion probabilities conditioning on the sample mean of an 
auxiliary variable x in section 3.2.3. The approximate conditional inclusion probability of the 
z-th element in a simple random sample of size n suggested by Ttllé (1998) is 
n  1  
" a,(z.) ' (3.43) 
where 
a , (z n )  =  
4 = ( l - / ) :  • r.V 
•r.v.(«) = x.v + (-V - n ) { x j  -  x.v) 
n(:V — L) 
2 _ (.V - n ) ( n  - l)r i r , 2  .V(x ,  -  j.v)21 
**.(*) n2(Af-2) l"r,v (;V-1)2 J-
and5;,v = (.V - l)"1 ( x <  - xiV)2. 
One property of the regression estimator is calibration; the estimator for the auxiliary 
variable x is the population mean of x. Note that the SCW-estimatorof (3.19) for the auxiliary 
variable x is 
i|r„ = X.v + O p { n ~ l )  .  
by Theorem 3.1. To construct a calibrated estimator, consider the weighted regression estima­
tor, 
I fwrcg — ^ '  tfi  Hi — j/c T" (x.y X C )3 C \  (3.44) 
t=l 
where i —1 r 
(4co,/3cl)z = 53 q- z«zt 5 3 Q £  
» t=i l:=l 
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wi = a, + (z.v — zc) 
i -i 
ai z
'
z
' 
q. zi : 
. 1=1 
Zi" — (l.Xx* xc) , 
n 
(yc ? xc) = 52 • x«) 
i=l 
û; = S>r' 
:=1 
-i 
7Ti is the approximate conditional inclusion probability of (3.43) and z.v = (1. x.v — xc). 
By the approximate equality between the SCW-estimator and the regression estimator, the 
weighted regression estimator of (3.44) is approximately equivalent to the regression estimator 
of (3.20). 
Theorem 3.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold. Then, the weighted regression 
estimator of (3.44) is 
Uwreg  ~  Qreg  4"  Op{n  )  ,  
where 
l / reg  — 9n  T  (  X .v X n )  ^(Xi  -x n ) 2  
.1=1 
-i 
53-X| -x")î/' 
- i=i  
Proof By Theorem 3.1, the SCW-estimators for the population size V and the population 
mean of x are 
53  jf j - i  =  iV* +  Op{n~ l )  .  (3.45) 
i=l 
and 
X|in = x.v + Op{n ) . (3.46) 
By (3.45), 
(Xe , </c) = E*r' 
.1=1 
-1 
52 *i  l(x«" ' Vi)  
1=1 
= (X|rn , y \x n )+Op{n  ) .  
(3.47) 
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Utilizing (3.46), (3.47) and the result of Theorem 3.1, we obtain 
Uwrcg  = 2/c "t" (Xjv Xc)3cl 
= 5|X„ + (ijr - -r|r„ )4i + Op( n _ l  )  
= Vreg +  O p { n ~ l )  .  
To illustrate the nature of the different types of regression weights, we generated a <V( 0,1) 
sample of size 40. The sample mean is -0.60 and the population mean is zero. Figure 3.1 
shows four sets of weights. The weight for the SCW-estimator is 
1 
-i u-'.^cw = - < cr£ {i] exp 
( x n — x.y.(j))' 
24.(„ 
| o-x 1 | exp (x„ - x.v)2 2<rf } •  
where x.v.(i), <7? (i)V and aj are defined as (3.14), (3.15) and (3.16), respectively. The weights 
for the regression estimator and the weighted regression estimator with SCW-weights are 
w  t.rcg = -  + (x .v - Xn )  
n 
^(x,- ~x„)2 
.1=1 
-i 
(Xf x„ ) . 
and 
w  t.wreg = Û. + (x.v - Xc) 
-i 
Û, (Xi - xc) . Y. Q i (x< - ic)2 
_ 1=1 
respectively, where q, and xc are defined as (3.44). We also consider the raking ratio weight 
given by 
ii'i.rak = - exp(Azf).  
n  
where z; = (1.x,) and À = (At. A2) is the solution to 
1 n 
o(A) = - 53 [exp(Az t)  -  1] = z,\-  -  zn  .  (3.48) 
1=1 
See Deming and Stephan (1940) and Deville et al. (1993). To solve the equation (3.48), we 
use an algorithm based on Newton's m 
A = 0. Subsequent iterative values are 
ethod. Let ç>'(A) = . Start with an initial value 
A„-k — Av + {ç>'(A„)} {zjv — zn — <£(A„)} . 
sew 
Regression 
Raking 
Weighted-reg 
o -
o 
V" 
o -
9-
1 3 -2 -1 0 
X 
Figure 3.1 Comparison of four sets of weights 
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Two of the regression weights are less than zero because of the large difference between 
sample mean and population mean. All weights for the SCW-estimator, raking ratio esti­
mator and weighted regression estimator are strictly positive as expected. Because the SCW-
estimator use auxiliary information through conditional inclusion probabilities, the adjustment 
of weighted regression weights with respect to SCW-weights is smaller than that of regression 
weights with respect to the initial weight. Figure 3.1 also shows that weighted regression 
weights are similar to raking ratio weights. 
In Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2, we assumed that the sample is selected by the simple 
random sampling and one auxiliary variable is available. The representation for the conditional 
inclusion probability extends to more general set-ups, such as unequal probability sampling 
design or (and) multiple auxiliary variables. 
Assume that we have a vector of auxiliary variables x. Let Exx be the covariance matrix 
of the vector of sample means, let xN-(l) be the expected value of the sample mean given that 
x, is in the sample, let be the covariance matrix of the sample mean given that x, is in 
the sample and let rr; be the original selection probability for x<. Then, by analogy to (3.43), 
the approximate conditional inclusion probability conditioning on x.v is 
TTi = 7ri|s#*.(i)r2|sto|2 
Extension to more complicated design is less immediate. Assume we have a stratified 
simple random nonreplacement sample with nh. h = - . H, sample elements are selected 
from Nh, h = 1. - - - , H in each stratum. The Horvitz-Thompson estimator of the population 
mean is 
the vector of the population means of auxiliary variables, xlV, is known, the individual stratum 
H 
(3.50) 
where Wh  = N lN\, y h is the sample mean in the h-\h stratum and N = J2h=i Assume 
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means x/,N, h  = 1, • • , H  are unknown. The estimator of the variance of the estimator (3.50) 
is 
s« = E  K  r
2 Sxxh. 
where 
Sxx/i — (^/i 1) Xfi) (X/tj Xft) , 
j=1 
is the x-value corresponding to j-th element in stratum A, and we assume the finite pop­
ulation correction can be ignored. Then the conditional expectation of xHr = Ylh=\. Wh*h 
given that x/u is in the sample is 
Xjv,(/ii) = E{xHr | (h i )  £  Ah}  
H 
= 53 + w^e{xfc | (/ii) g A h }  
= 53 - l)x/..v + xw] 
j^h-
= x* + l(x« - x^v) . 
If the individual stratum means are unknown, we have to estimate the stratum means to 
calculate the conditional mean in (3.51). To construct an estimator of the stratum means 
x h N .h  = 1. • • • , H, we minimize 
5jx; - xfc)(nfc lS«fc)"l(x; - Xh)' + A (53 WhX'h - x„) 
h=i \h=i ) 
with respect to x% to obtain the regression estimator of the stratum mean of x, 
X \ = X h  +  (X.v - X h )  ^53 l s rr j^  W'hTl h  lSrxh . (3.52) 
We can calculate the conditional mean of x in (3.51) by replacing Xh* with x'k of (3.52) or 
x.v. The conditional variance of xHT given that x^ is in the sample is estimated by 
£rx.(/u) =V{xHT I (h i )  € A} 
= 53 WjnJls*=j + Wfa2(nh - l)Srx, . (3-53> 
j#^ 
-i 
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By analogy to (3.49), the estimated conditional inclusion probability conditioning on x H T  is 
*hi = 7rai|srr,(/ii)|-î|sxx|î 
x exp B  (xff — — Xsjhi))' — (xr — X,v)È^(x r  — X.v)' } •  
(3.54) 
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4 Balanced Samples 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we consider balanced samples and the associated inclusion probabilities 
for the elements in the population. In survey sampling, auxiliary information on the popula­
tion is often available. Regression estimation uses the auxiliary information at the estimation 
stage after the sample is observed, as we have seen in Chapter 2. If the auxiliary variables are 
known at the design stage, they can be used to select a sample to attain small model variance 
for the predictor. Using auxiliary data to select a sample requires the data to be available for 
every element in the population at the time of sample selection. In Section 4.2, we summarize 
results for a particular kind of balanced samples based on Royall (1992). In Section 4.3, we 
derive the inclusion probabilities for a balanced sample selected by restricted random sam­
pling. In Section 4.4, we compare the regression weights to the inclusion probabilities for a 
balanced sample selected by the restricted random sampling. The last section of this chapter is 
devoted to comparing the two selection mechanisms, restricted random sampling and stratified 
sampling, through a simulation study. 
4.2 Balanced sample and restricted random sampling 
In many finite population sampling problems the design that is optimal in the sense of min­
imizing the model variance of the best linear unbiased predictor (BLUP) under the assumed 
model may not be robust. That is, the predictor may be extremely vulnerable to bias if the 
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assumed model is incorrect. Royall (1992) presented a theorem that identifies models and an 
optimal design such that the design provides both efficiency and robustness against certain 
models. 
Assume the model, 
E{yLr}=Xtr/3 . V{yv} = Svu. (4.1) 
where Xr is V x p matrix of regressors, y v  is a ^-dimensional column vector of study 
variables and is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements <TitUU . i — 1. • - • . <V. The 
matrix Xr and the matrix are known. The vector /3 is unknown. For a given sample A of 
n units, let 
where yA, XA and SAA are the quantities corresponding to non-sampled elements and yA, 
XA and SAA are the quantities corresponding to sampled elements. Let Jn and denote 
columns of ones of length n  and (.V — n) ,  respectively. After the sample A is observed, the 
BLUP of the population total  T y  = J 'nyA  -f  J|  v_n )yA  is  
TBLUP — J>A + J(.V-N)XA/3^ 
where 0 w l s  = (X' A  E;^XA  )  " 1  (X ' A  E jjyA ). The variance is 
V - r.lx,} = (x.-.G^Xj + s.„) . 
where GA = X'4£A*XA. Theorem 4.1 is due to Royall (1992). 
Theorem 4.1. Under the model (4.1), if both El-cJn and ££trJx are in the column space 
of Xr then the BLUP for the population total, Ty is 
Tblup — J (4.2) 
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and 
V ^ T'ai. [TP — Ty Xcr^ > 1 ^JySytrJ.V^ — J y E UU'J .V ^ • (4.3) 
The bound is achieved if and only if the design satisfies 
-j;eJxA  = 3 's-xu . (4.4) 
n t v? t U yZj yL'« ,v 
and in which case 
Tblup — — ^Jn£A AyA^ • (4.5) 
Proof. By the assumptions and generalized regression theory, the BLUP of the population 
total of y and its variance are 
TBLUP = j.vxc/3^. 
and 
V ^  Tblup — Ty | Xt,- ^  = J_vXt,rGA lXtrJ.v —J.%• Euu^s • 
Minimizing V |rSLt-P — T t J  X(-| with respect to the design is the same as minimizing (a'G~la) n 
where a = X't.j.v. The assumption E£l,j.v € C(Xr ) implies that there exists a vector c such 
that £AAJn = XAc for all samples A. By the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality 
(a'Gj'a) n = (a'G;la)(c'GAc) 
> (a'c)2 . 
The equality holds if and only if 
a' = kc'GA . (4.6) 
where k  = n_1J'v££trJ.v. Equation (4.6) implies 
j:vxy = 1j:vslj.vc'ga . 
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Therefore, the variance of T B L U P  is minimized if and only if the design satisfies 
J
'-
X
- = Ic'G, 
Jz V2 T n 
= . 
If the condition (4.4) is satisfied, the BLUP of the population total is 
T b l v p  = j : v x t , (x ;e^x a )" l x ' a s : . iy  
= (n-lj:vsU.v)j'nE;ixA(x:4s;lxA)-lx:,s;> 
= (n-ij:vslj.v)c'x:As;ixa(x:,s^xa)-ix;s:> 
= (n-lj'aslj.v)j'ne:iy. 
and its variance is 
v jf f l ,Vp -  T y  xL,| =J:VXC.G;1X;.J.V -
=n-2  (J;SLJ,)! (J;S;lxA) G;1 (x;S:jjn) 
— n  2 ^J'vSuyJ,v^ J \ Sl L J V 
=n 1 — J.vStrcrJ.V • 
A sample which satisfies the condition (4.4) is called a weighted balanced sample. See 
Royall and Herson (1973) and Royall (1992). When is the identity matrix, I, a sample 
satisfying the condition, x„ = xlV, is called a (simple) balanced sample where x„ is the sample 
mean and xiV is the population mean. The condition (4.4) is one on the weighted sample mean. 
To see this, let the first element of x be equal to one and denote the vector of auxiliary variables 
by x, = (1, Xi., ). Then the condition (4.4) on the first element of x is 
n 
xàe<7 aii 
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Thus, the sample size n  of an weighted balanced sample satisfies 
and a weighted balanced sample satisfies the condition 
=*i . a - -  <4.7)  
The condition (4.7) implies that the weighted sample mean in which weights are proportional 
to <7,71  is  equal to the population mean of Xi.  
The formula for the BLUP in (4.5) takes the form of the Horvitz-Thompson estimator 
TUT = XI 71  i lVi , 
i€A 
where the inclusion probability for unit z, is proportional to cr?ivu. The variance bound of 
(4.3) is the one established by Godambe and Joshi (1965) for the model expectation of the 
random sampling variance. 
Suppose that we have, for an assumed model (4.1) that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 
4.1, an optimal sample A which satisfies the condition (4.4). If we consider a more general 
model with additional regressors and the same covariance matrix, 
E{yv} = Xy/3 + Ztr7 . V{y} = Sw, (4.8) 
then the bias of the BLUP in (4.2) under the more general model is 
Bias = J'vXt. (X'.S^X,)*1 X'„£;.;Za7 - }'y2L,-,. 
Suppose the conditions of Theorem 4.1 are satisfied and the sample is balanced on Z v  as well 
as Xc,-, then for some c, 
SlAJn = XAc 
—• J;E;1XA = c'x%z;ixA 
—» j;x„ (x'a£;'aX„)-1 = , 
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and the bias is 
Bias = n-lJ:v£^J.vc'X;s::lZA7 - J ' s Z v l  
= n lJvSuyJxJnSAJZA")' — J-vZt-7 
= 0 . 
This implies that a sample which is balanced on Z c  as well as X c ,  together with the BLUP, 
remains optimal under the original model. That is, we can maintain optimality under our 
assumed model of (4.1) and also protect against bias caused by the additional regressors Z by 
imposing additional constraints on the sample. This procedure not only protects our estimator 
from bias under the model of (4.8), it ensures that our sample and estimator both remain 
optimal under the more general model. Of course unbiasedness of the BLUP is ensured under 
the more general model 
where Èrc- is any covariance matrix. 
To investigate the practical problems in applying the Theorem 4.1. we consider three mod­
els which are particularly prominent in sampling theory. 
E{yv} — Xc.r/3 + Zy7 • V{yv} — Sff . 
Model 1 : E{t/,} = 3  . V{t/,} = a 2  . 
Model 2 : E{#} = J0 + x. Jt . V{t/, } = a2 . 
Model 3 : E{i/;} = x; J . V{yj} = xicr2 . (4.11) 
(4.10) 
(4.9) 
Optimal predictors under three models are T e x p ,  T r e g  and T r  respectively, where 
r«P = nyn . 
Treg — ^[î/n "h (x,v xn)/î] , 
rat io  — _ 
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(x n ,  y n )  is the sample mean of (z, y)  and x x  is the population mean of x .  
One approach to finding a practical sampling design and estimation strategy under one of 
these three assumed models is to use the BLUP under the model, while ensuring robustness by 
choosing a sample in which the estimator remains unbiased under more general polynomial 
regression models. See Royall and Herson (1973) and Royall (1992). The BLUPs under the 
first two models are Nyn and N{yn + (f.v — fn)À}, where (xn,yn) is the sample mean of 
(x, y), &\ is the ordinary least squares estimator of Si and xN is the population mean of x. If 
we select a sample that is (simple) balanced on additional variables, xj. j = 2. . q as well 
as x, then the BLUPs have the minimum model variance under the assumed models and are 
bias-robust against the polynomial regression model of order q because the first two models 
satisfy the assumption of Theorem 4.1. 
For the third model, however, the procedure that produces bias-robustness against the poly­
nomial regression model may result in a loss of efficiency of the BLUP under the assumed 
model. Under model 3, the ratio estimator is optimal, and the optimal sample consists of the 
n units maximizing xn. See Brewer (1963), Royall (1970) and Royall and Herson (1973). If 
we want bias robustness of the ratio estimator under the more general model, 
a sample where x„ is equal to the population mean is required. A sample with x n  = x.v 
produces larger variance for the BLUP than the sample of n largest units. 
Under the model 3, robustness can be achieved at a smaller cost in efficiency by starting 
= Jo + XiJi . V{t/,} = Xicr . 
with a more general model. By adding a regressor, x \ , we obtain the model. 
E{i/i} = Ji*,2 + x,,Ji . 
V{y,} = xicr 
According to Theorem 4.1 any sample satisfying 
(4.12) 
I l l  
is optimal under the model (4.12), yielding the BLUP 
with variance 
2 
— A'x.v <72 . 
The idea of using standard deviations as a regressor in defining a model for the population was 
studied by Isaki and Fuller (1982). Dorfman and Vailiant (2000) studied the condition for a 
balanced sample in stratified sampling. They used the term stratified weighted balanced sam­
ple to denote the sample that satisfies the condition (4.4) in each stratum under the separate 
linear model within each stratum. Using prediction theory, they claimed that an unstratified, 
weighted balanced sample yields the same model variance as stratification by size with opti­
mum allocation of a stratified weighted balanced sample when using the BLUP. 
One practical procedure for selecting a balanced sample is restricted random sampling, as 
discussed by Herson (1976). The general idea is to draw simple random samples but to reject 
any that are not sufficiently close to being balanced. Studies about selecting a sample that has 
preferred properties have been done by several authors. Goodman and Kish (1950) suggested a 
controlled selection by which the probabilities of selection for preferred samples are increased. 
Hâjek (1964) introduced a rejective sampling that may be realized by n independent draws of 
one unit with fixed probabilities given the condition that samples in which all units are not 
distinct are rejected. Vailiant, Dorfman and Royall (2000, Sec 3.4.4) defined a restricted 
random sampling plan using the standardized measures of imbalance for a given sample A. 
Suppose we seek balance on p auxiliary variables xL. - - - , xp. We define 
where 5* = ( Ar — 1) 1 ^t6t7(xtJ — xlVj)2 . A sample will be considered sufficiently close to 
balance if, for a prescribed constant 8j ,  
a . ( a )  =  ly^-wi  j = 1. - - -  . p  
A_,-(A) < 8j , for all j. (4.13) 
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The steps of the restricted random sampling plan are 
1. Specify Sj  j  = 1, • • - . p.  
2. Select a simple random sample without replacement. 
3. Retain the sample if (4.13) is satisfied; otherwise replace the sample into the population 
and repeat step 2. 
4.3 Inclusion probabilities for a simple balanced sample 
The inclusion probability -, for a sample perfectly balanced on an auxiliary variable is 
the probability of the z'-th element being in the sample conditional on the sample mean of an 
auxiliary variable being equal to the population mean of an auxiliary variable. We introduced 
conditional inclusion probabilities in Chapter 3. We can utilize the approximate conditional 
inclusion probability introduced in Chapter 3 to approximate the unconditional inclusion prob­
ability for balanced samples selected by restricted random sampling. Assume we have one 
auxiliary variable and assume the population mean of x, xy = 0, without loss of generality. 
To approximate the unconditional inclusion probability for a balanced sample, assume the 
x;'s are independent observations from a distribution with mean fxx and variance Because 
a balanced sample satisfies the condition, |zn| < 6, for a given S > 0, (3.41) gives an approx­
imate inclusion probability for a balanced sample, 
n Fz{b i . i )  — Fz{b i . i )  
where 
' Ar F z (a 2 )  -  Fzia , )  '  
a i  =  - / ) ] " *  
°2 = [<t2(1 — f)]~*n*6 , 
ki  = -  /)]~^(n - l)~2n(-n~lx, - <?) , 
6«.2 = [<7^(1 - /)]"'(« - l)-zn(-n-1x,- + 5) , 
(4.14) 
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and F z ( - )  is the distribution function of the standard normal distribution. As we mentioned 
in Section 3.3, approximate inclusion probabilities for a balanced sample defined in (4.14) 
approach the sampling fraction as n increases. 
If we assume that the sample mean of an auxiliary variable has (approximately) a normal 
distribution unconditionally and conditionally given i € A, then the approximation (3.43) is 
also applicable with x,v = 0. The approximate inclusion probability for a balanced sample 
selected by restricted random sampling utilizing (3.43) is 
= JTTexp (-?) • (4'15) 
where 
2 (.V - n)(n - 1) f  0 2  N { x j  -  j ,v ) 2 )  
**•<0 n2(:V — 2) Vr'v (;V — l)2 J' 
/ 2 f (;V - n)(x, - x:v) V 
rlvtt) } ' 
and52 v  = (.V — l)~l ^jN=1(x_, — xiV)2. Because the result of Theorem 4.2 holds for any given 
8 > 0, the inclusion probabilities (4.15) approach the sampling fraction N~ln, as we observed 
in Chapter 3. If xt = xx + csfn for a non-zero constant c, the dt defined in (4.15) goes to 
i n f i n i t y  a n d  t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  a p p r o x i m a t e  i n c l u s i o n  p r o b a b i l i t y  o f  x ;  a p p r o a c h e s  z e r o  a s  n  
increases. That is, the approximate inclusion probability for an observation that is far away 
from the population mean has an inclusion probability near zero. 
To investigate the two approximations defined in (4.14) and (4.15) for the inclusion prob­
abilities for a balanced sample, we generated a population of size 1,050 from N{5.1) and 
selected 50,000 samples of size 30 balanced on x by the restricted random sampling plan with 
8 = 0.126. The fraction of samples rejected is 0.90. Figure 4.1 shows the estimated inclusion 
probabilities and two approximate values plotted against the values of x, where the approxima­
tions are defined in (4.15) and (4.14). The two approximations for the inclusion probabilities 
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are almost the same and both approximate reasonably well the true inclusion probabilities. 
The average selection probability is one thirty fifth which is 0.02857. The standard errors of 
the mean of a sample of 50,000 binomial random variables is 0.0007451. In Figure 4.1, we 
also plot the approximation plus and minus 1.96 standard error. About 4.2 % of the sample 
probabilities fall outside the bound. 
In practice, we usually have multiple auxiliary variables on which balance conditions are 
defined. Under the assumption of normality for Xj or utilizing the multivariate central limit 
theorem, we can get approximate values for the inclusion probabilities. Assume (p x 1)-
vectors x, . j = 1. • • • . V, are independent normal variables with mean vector = 0 and 
known positive definite variance £xr. Let x, be a particular vector and accept the sample if 
- S < xn < S (4.16) 
where S is a prescribed [ p  x I) constant vector. If zi, • • • . x p  are independent, we can obtain 
the approximate inclusion probability using the same argument as used with one auxiliary 
variable. Under the assumption of diagonal covariance matrix of x, the approximate inclusion 
probability is 
^ = rij=i Pr(cu < z  < c 2 j )  
-
vilp=i pr{-(1 - < Z < (1 - ' 
where 
ci, = (1 " /)"'(* ~ l)"^n(-n-lzt- - S ' )  . 
c 2 j  =  ( l - f ) - * ( n - l ) - ? n ( - n - l = i  +  S ' )  .  
(r, . J") = crTJii(zi.S) and Z has a standard normal distribution. To calculate the approximate 
inclusion probability when x-variables are correlated, multiple integration of the joint normal 
distribution is necessary. One possible way to avoid integration is defining the condition for 
accepting the sample as a restriction on the solid ellipsoid of x That is we accept the sample 
if the vector of sample means satisfies 
x [n"1^] x < S . (4.18) 
Estimated inclusiç 
nclusjon prob in ( 
nclusion prob in (, 
Upper ana Lower bour 
ul 
approx. in (4.15) \ 
~t~ 
4 
i 
8 
Figure 4.1 Inclusion probabilities and approximations for samples of size 30 se­
lected from a population of 1050. 
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Under the normality assumption on the unconditional sample mean and on the conditional 
sample mean conditioning on that z'-th element is in the sample, we can calculate the ap­
proximate inclusion probability using the \2 distribution function. An approximation for the 
inclusion probability defined in (3.49) with xN = 0 is also applicable when we have multiple 
auxiliary variables under the multivariate normality assumptions of x„ and X(„_ t).  
4.4 Regression Weights and Inclusion Probabilities for Balanced Sample 
In previous sections, we investigated the optimality of the strategy of a balanced sample 
with the BLUP and derived the approximate inclusion probabilities for a balanced sample 
selected by restricted random sampling. In this section, we shall show that the two strategies 
are similar in the sense that the ratios of average final weights to initial weights have the same 
pattern in both strategies. 
The regression weight of the z -th element in the sample for estimating the population mean 
is 
Under the normality assumption for the auxiliary variable, the regression weight for the el­
ement in the sample defined in (4.19) can be approximated by a fourth order polynomial in 
-i 
(4.19) 
x .  
Theorem 4.2. Assume 
:v(^<r2)-
Then the regression weight for x, of (4.19) given that x, is in the sample is 
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nwi = 1 ,  (g«-/0,=  (x.v — in) 4 ô(X .v — • rn)(3Ti — xn) 
n  1
~  
J=1 
+ Op(n-ï) . 
The conditional expectation of the regression weight given that x, is in the sample is 
e{nu',|xi} = 1 + ( 1 ' / ) ( " " 1 )  -  ( l - / k ^ + 3 " - 3 ) ( i i  _ m ) 2  
n3<r2 
+ 
( l - / ) ( n - l )  (4.20) 
n3t7a { X i - r f  +  0 { n - ? ) .  
Proof. The regression weight of (4.19) is a function of (x iV  — xn) ,  (x, — xn) and 
n~l E"=l(xj - f„)2]. These statistics can be formulated as 
x.v -  xn  = (1 -  /) x(.v-n) — x(n-l) (xi — Z{n-1)) 
n  
- xn  = ^1 -  ^  (x, -  x (n_ t )) .  
and 
where 
and 
, - i  53( X J  -  fn)' 
-j=l 
= n2 {xi ~ x(n-l))2 + — XI — x(n-1)]2 • 
j#* 
Z(n
-
l> 
J=t  
J** 
j.v-n) = ~r- (A'*x.v -  n x n )  .  
: v — n  
Under the normality assumption, 
X.v -  Xn |x; ~ X 
X i  — X n  |  X~ iV 
(n - 1 )(x, -  x (n_!))2  
— ( 1  —  / ) —  —  .  ( 1  —  f ) { n  —  1  +  / )  —  
n  n i  
1 n  —  1  
x« ~ X i  
( 1  ) { i i  - n )  ,  
n rz' 
(n -  l)(x, -  /u) 
and 
5^7=1 ( X j  -X ( 7 l _t) ) 2  
Z« ~ X(n-2) » 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
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where x2 M denotes the non-central x2 distribution with noncentrality parameter c and de­
gree of freedom / and x2 denotes the central \2 distribution with degree of freedom /. The 
distributional results of (4.22) give 
z.v —zn|z,= O p ( n ~ 3 )  
Xi - zn|z,- = (Xi - fi) + Op(rt"h , 
and 
]T(z, -z„)' 
. j=i 
z, = <r + 0p ( n  2 ) .  
By applying the Taylor expansion to n(z, - zn) ^"=l(zj - zn)5 
and n~l (xJ ~ x*)2 about (z, - fi . a2), we obtain 
-i 
as a function of z, — x T  
n{xi - z„) 
e"=i(zj -fn)2 Xi  =  
(Z, -Z n )  { X i - f l )  
n 152^ - ji)2 - <r2 
J=1 
+  O p { n ~ l )  .  
and 
rcu\jz, = 1 + { X i  ~ v )  (z.v — zn) + (z.v -  Z n  ) (Zj  -  Z„)  
a -
n ~ l  5 2 ( x j ~ x » )  j=i 
(4.23) 
+ 0p(n") . 
The conditional expectation of the regression weight is 
E{nu.'j|x;} = 1 + e|^-^-^-(z.v - zn)|z,| + E j — J"^X' —|zi| 
-E |i£i £t* (z.v — zn) j n  1  52( X J  ~  J r " ) 2  j=i 4 
(4.24) 
r, ^ +0p(n"2) . 
because z and (zj — x n  )2 have finite r-th moment for all integer 0 < r < oc, by the normality 
assumption on z and because it;,- is a continuous and differentiable function of the means of 
z and (xj — zn)2. See Fuller ( 1996, Theorem 5.4.3). The conditional expectation of (z.v — 
•^n)(^-t -z-n ) is 
E{(Z. V  -  Z„)(Z,-  -  Z n ) |Zi> =  ^  [(^i  -  H) 2  -  <T 2 ] - (4.25) 
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By utilizing (4.21) and (4.22), we obtain 
! E < (xjV - z„) n  l ^ ( x j  - x n ) 2  j=i 
because 
= - 
(1 f)^n 1}[(x, - fi)3 + (n - 3)(x, - »)a2} , 
E{x(n_l)(xt- - x(n_l}) |x,-} = n{xi - fi) - —j{2xi - 3/z) 
E{x(.v_a)(x, - x(n_i))2|x;} = y. (x, - /x)2 + 
n  —  1  
E{ X , ( X ;  - X ( n _ i ) )  | x , }  =  X ,  (X« -  {if + 
E 
E 
X{. \—n)  ^  \{ x j  x {n— I) )  
J=L 
n — 1 
X, } = (n -  2)h(t~ 
jt ^  "](jj ^(n—l) ) 
J  =  i  
x, > = (n — 2)x,cr2 . 
and i) "^(n—1) ) j=l j"' 
The result (4.20) follows from (4.24), (4.25) and (4.26). 
> = (n — 2 ) f i ( T 2  
(4.26) 
To compare the strategy of a simple random nonreplacement sample with the regression 
estimator to the strategy of a balanced sample with the BLUP, we consider the ratio of the 
average weights of the estimator for the population mean to initial weights that are propor­
tional to the inverse of sampling weights. For a simple random nonreplacement sample with 
regression estimator, the ratio is 
E{ti',|x,-} 
R i  •SLREG — 
n -i 
(4.27) 
where E{trt|x,} is defined in (4.20). For a balanced sample with the BLUP, the ratio is 
am 
Ri, balblup — rrr ? 
n~; 
(4.28) 
o 
+ 
0 
Regression estimator with 
Simple random sample 
BLUP with 
Balanced sample 
~T~ 
8 
Figure 4.2 Approximate average weights for simple random nonreplacement sam­
ple with regression estimator and for balanced sample with the BLUP 
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where tt, is defined in (4.14). The weight for the BLUP under the model (4.10) is n~l because 
xn = x for a balanced sample. 
Figure 4.2 shows the two ratios (4.27) and (4.28) plotted against the values of x .  We use the 
same population which was generated for Figure 4.1 in Section 4.3. Although the two strate­
gies give the same shape for the weights as a function of z_,, a simple random nonreplacement 
sample with the regression estimator gives a larger range in the ratios than the strategy of a 
balanced sample with the BLUP. 
4.5 Restricted random sampling and stratified sampling 
In Section 4.2, we introduced the result due to Royall (1992) that the model variance of the 
BLUP is minimized by selecting a sample with sample mean of x equal to the population mean 
of x. Balancing on additional variables as well as on the regressors of the assumed model 
provides bias-robustness against the effects of the additional variables. Restricted random 
sampling is a practical way of selecting a balanced sample. 
Although restricted random sampling gives a balanced sample within a prescribed toler­
ance level, it is hard to obtain the exact sampling distribution. In Section 4.3, we derived 
approximate inclusion probabilities for a simple restricted random sample under the assump­
tion of a normal auxiliary variable. If we have many auxiliary variables used to define a 
balanced sample and (or) the distributions of the auxiliary variables are severely skewed, the 
approximate inclusion probabilities of a balanced sample suggested in Section 4.3 may pro­
vide poor approximations. Therefore, the design properties of estimators such as design bias 
and design consistency are hard to evaluate. If the distribution of an auxiliary variable used 
to select a balanced sample is severely skewed, the element that has the largest absolute value 
may never appear in the sample so that no design unbiased estimator is available with the 
balanced sample. 
Stratified simple random sampling with strata formed on the basis of the auxiliary van-
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able is another method of selection that produces an approximately balanced sample. Unlike 
restricted random sampling, the deviation of the selected sample mean from the population 
mean is not perfectly controlled in stratified random sampling. Thus, the model variance of 
the BLUP depends on the imbalance of the stratified simple random sample. By selecting a 
stratified simple random sample, we can obtain the exact sampling distribution of the samples 
so that we can construct model-based design-consistent estimators as derived in Section 2.4. 
The model-based design-consistent estimator has the property of robustness to possible model 
failure in the sense that the estimator approaches to the true population characteristic as sam­
ple and population size increase for any model. Note that the bias-robustness of the BLUP 
mentioned in Section 4.2 is the robustness against some specific models. 
To investigate the possible loss of efficiency made by selecting a stratified simple random 
sample, consider stratification in which the population is sorted based on the auxiliary variable 
x and strata h, h = 1. • • • .H are then formed equalizing the number of units .\\ = • - • = 
,\ r f{  = :V0  in each stratum. Assume simple random nonreplacement samples of size n t  = 
• •• z= n H = n0 are selected for each stratum. Assume the model for the population is 
Xf — (J.V • Xl.f) .  Xt. t .  — (.T 1.1. '  '  '  • Jl . .v) - /3 — ( 3 q  .  J l  )  .  
y L- is the vector of y for the population, 1% is the identity matrix of dimension A and J.v is the 
column of ones with length A". 
Under the model (4.29), the BLUP for the population mean is 
E{yt.} = Xtr/3 . V{yt-} = <7*IiV . (4.29) 
where 
= î/n + (Xi„v  - XUn)3i (4.30) 
—' Vreg •  
where 
.v n 
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-i 
= (do , â)' = Z x'x- 5Zx^" 
»i=i i=i 
and n = n0H is the sample size. The regression estimator (4.30) is a design consistent 
estimator under stratified sampling because the conditions of Theorem 2.8 are satisfied. 
Because the first element of x is equal to one, the model variance of the BLUP is 
V{j/reg ~ y.v|Xc} = x.vV{/3|Xt/}x'v -f V{5,v|Xtr} — 2 Cov{xjV/3 . y,v|Xy} 
-i 
= cr2x.v ( X-X, ) x'v - y 
. :=l 
<t* 
— (-ri.i — •Tl.n)* + (fl.n ~ 
n  i=i 
a *  
~ K  
(4.31) 
= a2 1 - 1  +  
-
v 53?=i(aru--ri.n)2. 
By Theorem 4.1, the model variance of the BLUP for the perfectly balanced sample is 
V{ t j reg  ~  </.v |Xtr. X,, = X.v} = CT 1 1 
n ~ ~ S  (4.32) 
=: v's . 
The relative efficiency of the regression estimator with stratified simple random sampling 
to the BLUP with a perfectly balanced sample is 
V{j/reg — t/.vjXf} 
V r  
= 1 + (•Tt.n — -Tl-v)
2  
(1 —  f ) [ n  1  23Ll(Zt. '  ~ -^i.n)2] 
=: 1 + "in • 
(4.33) 
where / = ;V~ l n  and a perfectly balanced sample has zt,„ = xt„v. Under the stratified simple 
random sampling prescribed, 7 is design consistent for zero in that 
7n|F x  = O p ( n ~ l  )  .  
Therefore, if the sample size is large enough, the strategy of a stratified simple random sample 
with the regression estimator is approximately as model efficient as the strategy of a balanced 
sample with the BLUP. 
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To illustrate the different methods of sample selection and estimators, we consider the 
problem of estimating the population distribution function. We used the same population that 
was generated in Section 4.3. To select a stratified simple random sample, the population 
was sorted based on z and 15 equal sized strata of size 70 were formed. We selected 50,000 
stratified simple random samples of size 30 by selecting a simple random nonreplacement 
sample of size 2 from each stratum. 
We also selected samples of size 30 balanced on yfx, x and z2 50,000 times by the 
restricted random sampling plan with 6 = 0.1256613. That is, we selected samples which 
satisfied the conditions 
x/30 (z!?'51 - i!?'51) 
'(0-5) 
< 0.1256613 . 
V3Ô(zn - z.v) 
< 0.1256613 . 
'(2) 
where 
and 
< 0.1256613 
:V 
Xn 1 = U 1 53 * X-V) = -V 1 'r« -
t=i (=1 
•*(;) = ( . v - l ) - l 5 j z f - z ^ ) 2  
1 = 1 
for j = 0.5.1. 2. The fraction of samples rejected is 0.96. 
The means of the 50,000 stratified simple random samples and balanced samples are 
5.0000366 and 5.0003616, respectively. The simulation variance of the sample mean for strat­
ified simple random sampling is 0.00089 and the variance of the sample mean for restricted 
random sampling is 0.00010. 
Figure 4.3 shows the estimated inclusion probabilities for a balanced sample balanced on 
y/x, x and x2 . The elements that have large absolute deviation, |z, — z.v|, have small inclusion 
Figure 4.3 Inclusion probabilities for a balanced sample. 
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probabilities as we observed in Figure 4.1. The range of inclusion probabilities for a balanced 
sample balanced on yjx, x and x2 is (0.00516 , 0.03172) which is much wider than that of 
inclusion probabilities for a balanced sample balanced on x, (0.02318 ,0.03128). By balanc­
ing on the additional auxiliary variables y/x and x2 , inclusion probabilities for the elements 
that are far from the population mean are extremely small. Ten percent of probabilities are 
significantly different from the mean probability of 0.02857. 
Table 4.1 shows the summary statistics for 50,000 7-values for stratified simple random 
sample, where 7 is defined in (4.33). The maximum obtained loss of efficiency under the 
assumed model due to selecting a stratified simple random sample rather than a perfectly 
balanced sample is 1.4%. Because the sample selected by restricted random sampling does 
not satisfy the condition xn = x.v, the actual 7 for the BLUP with the restricted random 
sampling is not zero. The maximum 7 x 100 for the BLUP with restricted random sampling 
is 0.06. 
In our population, the possible maximum model variance for a stratified sample defined 
in (4.31) occurs if two observations selected are the largest x-values in each stratum and it is 
0.03355 and the corresponding 7 is 0.035222. Thus the maximum possible loss is 3.5%. In 
most stratified simple random samples, the regression estimator has approximately the same 
efficiency as the BLUP with a balanced sample. 
Table 4.1 Summary statistics of 7 for 50,000 stratified simple random samples. 
Minimum .25 Quanti le Median Mean .75 Quanti le Maximum 
7 X 100 0.000 0.008 0.036 0.083 0.108 1.400 
To derive estimators for the population distribution function, we consider the following 
population characteristics, 
P j  =  P H x  <  % }  =  ^  ,
for j=l,5,10,25,50,75,90,95 and 99. Estimators and methods of selection considered are the 
Horvitz-Thompson estimator with a simple random sample, the regression estimator with a 
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simple random sample, the regression estimator with a stratified random sample and the BLUP 
with a balanced sample. For a balanced sample, we consider two balanced samples. One is a 
balanced sample balanced on x only and the other is a balanced sample balanced on \fx. x 
For a stratified random sample, we consider a special two-per-stratum sample, named 
controlled two-per-stratum sample, in addition to the stratified simple random sample. To 
select a controlled two-per-stratum sample, each stratum, L'h, is divided into two groups. The 
first group, L:h,i, contains 35 elements that have small z-values and the second group, Uh.2, 
contains the last 35 elements. We randomly assign 1 to seven strata, assign 2 to four strata 
and assign 3 to four strata. If stratum h is assigned 1, a simple random sample of size one is 
selected from each group i\.\ and Una- If stratum h is assigned 2, a simple random sample 
of size two is selected from the first group t'h.i- If stratum h is assigned 3, a simple random 
sample of size two is selected from the second group L'h..a- Thus we select a sample, .-U, of 
size two from each stratum and a sample A of size 30 is (Jilt By selecting a controlled 
two-per-stratum sample, we can avoid the extreme sample in which two largest (or smallest) 
observations are selected from each stratum. The mean of 50,000 controlled two-per-stratum 
sample means of x is 5.0000354 and the simulation variance of the sample mean for controlled 
two-per-stratum sample is 0.00066. Note that the simulation variance of the sample mean for 
controlled two-per-stratum sample is less than that for the stratified simple random sample, 
0.00089. The maximum value of 7 for 50,000 controlled two-per-stratum samples defined in 
(4.33) is 1%, less than the maximum value of 7 for 50,000 stratified simple random sample, 
1.4%. The maximum possible loss due to selecting a controlled two-per stratum sample rather 
than a perfectly balanced sample is 2.3 %. 
The regression estimator of the population parameter Pj is 
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where 
1 if x,: < qj . 
!j,i = 
0 otherwise. 
We consider the following six strategies, composed of an estimator and a sampling design. 
Strategy 1 Horvitz-Thompson estimator with a simple random nonreplacement sample. 
Strategy 2 Regression estimator with a simple random nonreplacement sample. 
Strategy 3 Regression estimator with a stratified simple random nonreplacement sample. 
Strategy 4 Regression estimator with a controlled two-per-stratum sample. 
Strategy 5 BLUP with a balanced sample balanced on x .  
Strategy 6 BLUP with a balanced sample balanced on y/x. x and x2. 
Figure 4.4 shows the relative biases of the estimated cumulative distribution functions for 
the six strategies. The relative bias is 
A - p, 
Relative Bias = —-—- . 
" i  
Only strategy 1 is theoretically unbiased for all P:. For all P j ,  strategy 3 and strategy 4, 
the stratified sampling strategies have smaller bias than strategy 2, strategy 5 and strategy 6. 
Strategy 2 and strategy 5 severely underestimate the true values for Pi, Ps, Pio, P25. The bias 
of the BLUP for Pt in strategy 6 is also severe. 
Figure 4.5 shows the relative MSE of strategy 2, strategy 3, strategy 4, strategy 5 and 
strategy 6 relative to strategy 1. For all Pj, all five strategies have smaller variances than 
strategy 1. With respect to MSE, strategy 3 and strategy 4 have better performance than 
strategy 2 and strategy 5 for all Pj. Except for Pi and P99, strategy 3 and strategy 4 have 
smaller MSE than the strategy 6. Generally speaking, strategy 3 and strategy 4 have better 
performance than other strategies. One reason of this phenomenon is the smaller variability of 
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Figure 4.4 Monte Carlo relative biases of estimated proportion for the six strate­
gies. 
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Figure 4.5 Monte Carlo relative MSE of estimated proportion for the five strate­
gies relative to strategy I. 
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average weight for the stratified sample relative to that for balanced samples. That is the ratio 
of the regression weight to the sampling weight, within each stratum is relatively stable. The 
other reason is the structure of the strata that were formed based on x. For example, when we 
estimate the Pl0 we consider the indicator function /l0,, where Ao., = 1 if Xj < ql0 = 3.77 
and ho.i = 0 otherwise. By selecting a stratified random sample, the sample contains at least 
two elements that have /l0,t = 1. 
Table 4.2, Table 4.3, Table 4.4, Table 4.5, Table 4.6 and Table 4.7 contain the mean, vari­
ance, bias and MSE of the estimators for six strategies based on 50,000 samples.The BLUP 
with a balanced sample balanced on >/z\ x and x2 gives a smaller absolute bias and variance 
than the regression estimator with a simple random sample. Strategy 4 gives slightly smaller 
absolute biases than strategy 3 for all P} except P25, P50 and P99 and strategy 3 has slightly 
smaller mean squares errors than those of strategy 4 for all P:. 
The results of the simulation do not imply that the regression estimator with a stratified 
random sample is always better than the BLUP with a balanced sample. As we observed 
in Section 4.2, the BLUP with a balanced sample is optimal for the parameter of a model 
if the assumed model holds for the population. In a multipurpose survey, many variables 
of interest are obtained and one set of weights typically is required. It's hard to construct a 
model that is appropriate for all possible variables especially for dichotomous variables as in 
our simulation. It's also possible that balancing on some variables might cause an imbalance 
on other variables. For such a situation, it seems better to select a stratified random sample 
with strata formed on the basis of the set of auxiliary variables and construct a model-based 
design-consistent regression estimator based on the known sampling distribution. 
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Table 4.2 Properties of estimated proportion for the Horvitz-Thompson estimator 
with a simple random nonreplacement sample. (Strategy 1) 
Variable Mean Variance Bias MSE 
xlOOO xlOOO 
PI 0.01056 0.338061 0.0005647 0.338380 
P5 0.05067 1.553100 0.0006660 1.553544 
P10 0.10028 2.920300 0.0002760 2.920376 
P25 0.25034 6.067000 0.0003400 6.067116 
P50 0.50024 8.073100 0.0002380 8.073157 
P75 0.75029 6.027600 0.0002947 6.027687 
P90 0.89989 2.906100 -.0001140 2.906113 
P95 0.95039 1.513300 0.0003947 1.513456 
P99 0.99036 0.306502 0.0003568 0.306629 
V{zn}=0.03238 
Table 4.3 Properties of estimated proportion for the regression estimator with a 
simple random nonreplacement sample. (Strategy 2) 
Variable Mean Variance Bias MSE 
xlOOO xlOOO 
PI 0.00857 0.274543 -.0014271 0.276580 
P5 0.04501 1.212000 -.0049916 1.236916 
P10 0.09291 2.091500 -.0070925 2.141804 
P25 0.24296 3.079100 -.0070409 3.128674 
P50 0.50025 2.943500 0.0002508 2.943563 
P75 0.75769 3.058400 0.0076888 3.117518 
P90 0.90729 2.066000 0.0072942 2.119205 
P95 0.95569 1.191400 0.0056929 1.223809 
P99 0.99214 0.252364 0.0021434 0.256958 
V{xn}=0.03238 
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Table 4.4 Properties of estimated proportion for the regression estimator with a 
stratified simple random nonreplacement sample. (Strategy 3) 
Variable Mean Variance Bias MSE 
x 1000 xlOOO 
PI 0.00991 0.253534 -.0000912 0.253542 
P5 0.04986 0.376992 -.0001430 0.377012 
P10 0.09967 0.546616 -.0003314 0.546726 
P25 0.25024 0.462876 0.0002391 0.462933 
P50 0.49989 0.637931 -.0001099 0.637943 
P75 0.75084 0.481632 0.0008365 0.482332 
P90 0.90038 0.530955 0.0003775 0.531098 
P95 0.95110 0.397715 0.0010999 0.398925 
P99 0.99094 0.235685 0.0009413 0.236571 
V{ïn >=0.00089 
Table 4.5 Properties of estimated proportion for the regression estimator with a 
controlled two-per-stratum sample. (Strategy 4) 
Variable Mean Variance Bias MSE 
xlOOO x 1000 
PI 0.00992 0.256950 -.0000850 0.256957 
P5 0.04995 0.391078 -.0000544 0.391081 
P10 0.09975 0.615627 -.0002520 0.615691 
P25 0.25037 0.478774 0.0003735 0.478914 
P50 0.50019 0.726577 0.0001878 0.726612 
P75 0.75072 0.496894 0.0007173 0.497409 
P90 0.90019 0.597441 0.0001885 0.597477 
P95 0.95095 0.408036 0.0009504 0.408939 
P99 0.99105 0.236349 0.0010513 0.237454 
V{xn >=0.00066 
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Table 4.6 Properties of estimated proportion for the BLUP with a balanced sample 
balanced on x. (Strategy 5) 
Variable Mean Variance Bias MSE 
xlOOO xlOOO 
PI 0.00945 0.28560 -.0005531 0.285906 
P5 0.04783 1.16540 -.0021748 1.170130 
P10 0.09664 1.94110 -.0033601 1.952390 
P25 0.24726 2.85300 -.0027411 2.860514 
P50 0.50009 2.82460 0.0000897 2.824608 
P75 0.75364 2.82950 0.0036417 2.842762 
P90 0.90330 1.90860 0.0032960 1.919464 
P95 0.95288 1.15960 0.0028800 1.167894 
P99 0.99139 0.26003 0.0013884 0.261958 
V{xn } =0.00017 
Table 4.7 Properties of estimated proportion for the BLUP with a balanced sample 
balanced on y/x. x and x2. (Strategy 6) 
Variable Mean Variance Bias MSE 
xlOOO xlOOO 
PI 0.00855 0.230224 -.0014493 0.232324 
P5 0.04981 0.826913 -.0001947 0.826951 
P10 0.10106 1.342800 0.0010593 1.343922 
P25 0.25307 2.344600 0.0030713 2.354033 
P50 0.50019 2.859600 0.0001900 2.859636 
P75 0.74828 2.182500 -.0017220 2.185465 
P90 0.89920 1.315100 -.0007993 1.315739 
P95 0.95095 0.879685 0.0009547 0.880596 
P99 0.99193 0.223625 0.0019267 0.227337 
V{xn}=0.00010 
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5 Conclusions 
In this dissertation, the properties of regression estimators constructed under superpopula­
tion models are discussed. The condition for design consistency of the model based estimator 
can be tested under the regression superpopulation model. It is demonstrated that the model 
based design consistent estimator constructed by adding a column that is a product of a vector 
of initial weights and the model covariance matrix to the matrix of auxiliary variables is the 
regression estimator with the generalized least squares estimator for the regression coefficient. 
Given that the regression estimator is a linear estimator in which the weights are defined 
by minimizing a quadratic function of weights subject to the calibration equation, a procedure 
of relaxing some of the calibration equations is considered to reduce the variability of the 
regression weights. The coefficients for the calibration restrictions that give the minimum 
mean squared error of the regression estimator are derived. The idea of relaxing the constraints 
is applied to derive the regression estimator when the population means of auxiliary variables 
are estimated. Under the mixed effects model, the regression estimator derived by relaxing 
the constraints on the weights with the coefficients being the variances of the random effects 
is the best (minimum variance) conditionally unbiased predictor. 
The weighted regression estimator using approximate conditional inclusion probability 
constructed as a ratio of two normal density functions, is defined. By the formulation of the 
approximate conditional inclusion probability, the weighted regression weights are positive 
with high probability and the computation of the weights generally does not require an iterative 
procedure, unlike the raking ratio method. 
It is demonstrated that the strategy of the BLUP with a balanced sample is similar to the 
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regression estimator of a random sample in that the ratios of initial weights to the final weights 
are similar. A balanced sample constructed by restricted random sampling and two particular 
stratified random sampling designs are compared for the problem of estimating the population 
distribution function. As an estimator for the population distribution function, the regression 
estimator with a stratified random sample gives smaller bias and smaller MSE than the BLUP 
with a balanced sample selected by restricted random sampling. For a multipurpose survey, a 
balanced sample selected by restricted random sampling based on a specific model may not 
perform well when used to construct estimators of multiple variables of interest. 
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